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Abstract: In this work, we use an extension of the quantization condition, given in ref. [1],
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that two-particle subsets are either resonant or bound. The original form of the relativistic

three-particle quantization condition was derived under a technical assumption on the two-

particle K matrix that required the absence of two-particle bound states or narrow two-

particle resonances. Here we describe how this restriction can be lifted in a simple way using

the freedom in the definition of the K-matrix-like quantity that enters the quantization

condition. With this in hand, we extend previous numerical studies of the quantization

condition to explore the finite-volume signature for a variety of two- and three-particle

interactions. We determine the spectrum for parameters such that the system contains both

dimers (two-particle bound states) and one or more trimers (in which all three particles

are bound), and also for cases where the two-particle subchannel is resonant. We also

show how the quantization condition provides a tool for determining infinite-volume dimer-

particle scattering amplitudes for energies below the dimer breakup. We illustrate this for

a series of examples, including one that parallels physical deuteron-nucleon scattering. All

calculations presented here are restricted to the case of three identical scalar particles.
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1 Introduction

Lattice quantum chromodynamics (LQCD), in which QCD correlators are estimated nu-

merically via Monte Carlo importance sampling of the path integral, has proven to be

a powerful tool for determining low-energy properties of hadrons. Currently, one of the

major frontiers of numerical LQCD is the calculation of few-hadron observables. In par-

ticular, there has been substantial recent progress in the determination of scattering am-

plitudes, including cases for which multiple channels are open and couple to underlying

resonances [2–17].1 These studies rely on formalism that maps quantities obtained via

LQCD, namely finite-volume observables, to infinite-volume amplitudes [19–28].

Presently, one of the primary limitations on the study of resonances and light nuclei

is the absence of a complete formalism that can provide such a mapping for energies

1See ref. [18] for a recent review.
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above three-particle production thresholds. In fact, finite-volume spectra are already being

obtained above three-particle thresholds using a large basis of interpolators including those

built from three single-hadron operators, each projected to definite momentum [11, 29,

30].2 Without a three-particle formalism, the information contained in these spectra is

inaccessible. This was recently emphasized in a USQCD whitepaper: “. . . the development

of a rigorous three-body (and higher) formalism is vital to have confidence in the calculations

of high-lying resonances” [32].

While a complete formalism is not yet in place, there has been considerable progress

in this direction, following three approaches. The first is based on a generic relativis-

tic effective field theory (the relativistic field theory or RFT approach) [1, 33–37], the

second uses non-relativistic effective field theory (the NREFT method) [38–40], and the

third applies unitary constraints in finite volumes (the FVU or finite-volume unitarity ap-

proach) [41, 42].3 For a recent review, including a discussion of the relation between the

different formalisms, see ref. [48]. At present, the only formalism that is both fully relativis-

tic and incorporates partial-wave mixing (both due to the physical three-body dynamics

and the reduction of rotational symmetry in a finite volume) is the RFT approach. In this

work we focus on this approach and extend its range of applicability.

In the original derivation, given in ref. [1], it was necessary to assume that a quantity

closely related to the two-particle K matrix had no singularities in the kinematic region of

interest. This implies that the formalism cannot be used if the two-particle subchannels

contain resonances that are narrow enough to induce such singularities, or bound states,

which generically give poles in the K-matrix-like quantity. The formalism also breaks

down if the K matrix contains poles above threshold that do not correspond to a physical

phenomenon, as occurs, for example, when the corresponding phase shift passes through

π/2 from above. These restrictions are a major practical shortcoming of the original RFT

approach. They are also surprising, as the problematic poles do not, in general, correspond

to physical quantities. All such technical restrictions were lifted by a recent extension of

the formalism given in ref. [36], but at the cost of including an unphysical channel at

intermediate stages for each bound state or resonance, making the approach cumbersome

in practical implementations.

In prior studies, we have explored the numerical implementation of the original for-

malism of ref. [1] in simple limits. First, in ref. [35] we considered the low-energy, isotropic

approximation, in which scattering in two-particle subchannels is dominated by the s-wave,

and the three-particle scattering quantity, Kdf,3, is independent of the spectator momen-

tum. Second, in ref. [37], we considered the case in which d-wave scattering, the dominant

subleading partial wave for identical particle systems at low energies, was no longer negligi-

ble, with corresponding nonisotropic contributions added to Kdf,3. The latter investigation

demonstrated that higher partial wave systems can indeed be implemented numerically

using the RFT approach. However, because of the above-mentioned restrictions, in both

studies we were only able to consider dynamics where two-particle subsystems did not

2Similar work has also been done in the ϕ4 theory [31].
3It is worth emphasizing that efforts to constrain infinite-volume three-particle amplitudes from finite-

volume LQCD results has partially motivated several infinite-volume studies [43–47].
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have bound states or resonances. Three-particle bound states, for which no issues arise,

are considered in refs. [35, 37, 49].

In this work we describe and implement an alternative modification of the formalism

of ref. [1] that removes the restriction on K matrix poles. This new approach does not

require the introduction of unphysical channels, and is thus much simpler than that given

in ref. [36]. Indeed, the numerical implementation of the new approach requires only slight

modifications compared to that for the original formalism, so the methods of refs. [35, 37]

can be used with minimal change. We stress that, by allowing for a general two-particle K

matrix, our improvement of the original formalism brings it to the same status in this regard

as the NREFT and FVU approaches [39–42], since the latter do not require restrictions

on the two-particle K matrix. We also note that, since the RFT formalism is valid for

arbitrary partial waves, and has been implemented for combined s- and d-waves, we are

able to consider three-particle systems not previously addressed in the literature. Finally we

comment that this new method is also of relevance for 2→ 3 scattering, already considered

in the context of the RFT formalism in ref. [34]. Further work is required to relate the

present ideas to the coupled-channel formalism of ref. [34].

The main purpose of the present note is to show examples of the results that are

obtained using the modified formalism. In a companion paper [50] we will describe in

detail why the modified formalism is valid, as well as the relation to the more complicated

approach of ref. [36].

The finite- to infinite-volume relation consists of two steps. The first uses a three-

particle quantization condition to relate the finite-volume spectrum, En(L), to an inter-

mediate, scheme-dependent, infinite-volume three-particle scattering quantity, Kdf,3, while

the second requires solving infinite-volume integral equations to relate Kdf,3 to the physical

scattering amplitude, M3. In ref. [35], we implemented both steps, although the latter

only below and at the three-particle threshold. Here, in the interests of brevity and clar-

ity, we mainly consider the first step, En(L) ↔ Kdf,3, and only indirectly explore some

consequences of the second: Kdf,3 ↔M3.

As in all work to date, we restrict ourselves to the case of identical scalar parti-

cles. Thus, strictly speaking, the formalism applies in QCD only to three identical pions

(e.g. π+π+π+). We further restrict ourselves to theories with a G-parity-like Z2 symmetry

that conserves particle-number modulo two (as is the case for three pions in the isospin-

symmetric limit).4 This forbids 2→ 3 transitions, which, in the energy range we consider,

leads effectively to particle-number conservation. Furthermore, since many features of the

finite-volume spectrum are determined by kinematics, we expect that the examples we show

will shed light on the three-nucleon system. To illustrate this, in section 4.3 we choose pa-

rameters to mimic the nnp or npp three-nucleon systems, with a two-particle bound state

(called a dimer state) having the same binding energy as the deuteron, and the three-

particle bound state (referred to as a trimer state) having the same binding energy as the

4The presence of a Z2 symmetry was assumed in the original derivation [1, 33], and has also been

assumed in all numerical investigations so far. The formalism for a theory without a Z2 symmetry has been

developed [34], but has not yet been numerically implemented.
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triton or helium-3. This enables us to study a toy version of nucleon-deuteron scattering

and reproduce the well known Phillips line of nuclear effective field theory [51, 52].

This example brings out an important general point. The three-particle quantization

condition was developed in order to map finite-volume energies into infinite-volume scat-

tering observables. It turns out, however, that the formalism also predicts the properties of

two- and three-particle resonances and bound states, given a description of the microscopic

physics as encoded in the two-particle K matrix and Kdf,3. This aspect is independent of

the finite-volume and emerges because the integral equations relating Kdf,3 to M3 exactly

solve the unitarity constraints on the scattering amplitude [46]. This alternative applica-

tion of the formalism was already used in ref. [35], where we extracted the vertex function

of a trimer and found good agreement with the Efimov wave-function. Similarly, in ref. [37],

we used the approach to give evidence for a trimer that is bound primarily by attractive

d-wave interactions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin, in section 2, by providing

a brief recap of the essential components of the formalism of ref. [1]. This is followed in

section 3 by a description of the modified formalism that allows for the study of three-

body states with either resonant or bound subsystems. In section 4 we illustrate the power

of this formalism by applying it to various examples: First, in section 4.1 we determine

the finite-volume spectrum for systems with dimers; then, in section 4.2, we evaluate

the finite-volume spectrum below the three-particle threshold at large volumes, in order

to determine the particle-dimer scattering amplitude for a range of two-body scattering

lengths; third, in section 4.3, we tune Kiso
df,3 and the two-body parameters to determine the

neutron-deuterium scattering amplitude in a toy model without spin or isospin; next in

section 4.4 we present the three-particle spectrum in the case of a two-particle resonance;

and, finally, in section 4.5, we consider the implication of including d-wave dimers. We

present concluding remarks in section 5. We also include two appendices. In appendix A

we explore the role that the scheme-dependence of Kdf,3 plays in determining the finite-

volume energy spectrum. In appendix B we explain how the predictions for the particle-

dimer scattering length are obtained in the NREFT framework.

2 Recap of the quantization condition and its approximations

In the presence of a Z2 symmetry, the finite-volume spectrum is determined by the solutions,

E = En(L) with n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., to the quantization condition [1]5

det
[
F3(E,L)−1 +Kdf,3(E)

]
= 0 . (2.1)

Here L is the linear extent of the finite cubic spatial volume, effected by applying periodic

boundary conditions to the fields defining the theory. Although the formalism holds for

arbitrary total three-momentum, ~P , we consider here only the case in which ~P = 0, so that

the total energy E is also the center-of-mass energy for the three particles. The quantization

condition is valid for E < 5m, i.e. for energies below the five-particle production threshold.

5The quantization condition holds up to exponentially-suppressed corrections, scaling as e−mL, which

are assumed negligible, and ignored, throughout this work.
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The second term appearing in the determinant, Kdf,3, is the aforementioned, scheme-

dependent, infinite-volume scattering quantity. It is a smooth, real function of the kine-

matic variables describing three-to-three scattering and can be understood as the short-

distance piece of the three-body interaction.6 The first term in the determinant, F3, de-

pends on the physical two-particle scattering amplitude, M2 (or equivalently, through a

straightforward algebraic relation, on the two-particle K matrix, K2) and on known geo-

metric functions that depend on the box shape and size.

In eq. (2.1), both F3 and Kdf,3 are written as infinite-dimensional matrices acting on

the space of three, on-shell particles in finite volume. Each object carries two copies of

the index set ~k, `,m, where ~k = 2π~n/L is a finite-volume momentum, given in terms of

a 3-vector of integers, ~n, while ` and m are angular-momentum indices. The set-up is

that ~k is the momentum of one of the three on-shell particles, referred to as the spectator,

while ` and m describe the angular momentum of the other two in their center-of-mass

(c.m.) frame. F3 is intrinsically a finite-volume quantity, and thus comes always in matrix

form. By contrast, Kdf,3 is an infinite-volume quantity depending on continuous momentum

coordinates and the matrix version is defined by sampling the function at a discrete set of

kinematics, dictated by the volume.7

As we describe below, the spectator-momentum index, ~k, is cut off by a function H(~k)

that serves as an ultraviolet regulator. Thus the matrices in eq. (2.1) are infinite only

due to their angular-momentum indices. One can expand the two- and three-particle K

matrices K2 and Kdf,3 about threshold, as explained in refs. [35, 37]. This leads to a

systematic truncation scheme in which ` ≤ `max in all quantities entering the quantization

condition, including the kinematic functions [1]. Since both spectator momentum and

angular-momentum index sums are truncated, the problem reduces to one involving finite

matrices, suitable for numerical implementation. In this work we will present results for

both `max = 0 (s-wave only) and `max = 2 (s- and d-wave mixing).8

2.1 The s-wave-only approximation: `max = 0

The general expression for F3 is given in ref. [1]. Here we recall the form only for the

simplest case, `max = 0, which is the choice we use in most of the numerical explorations

described below. In this limit, the index space reduces from ~k, `,m, to the discretized

momentum, ~k. Denoting the s-wave-only version of F3 by F s3 , we recall that the latter is

given by

L3F s3 ≡
F̃ s

3
− F̃ s 1

1/K̃s2 + F̃ s + G̃s
F̃ s , (2.2)

6The label “df” denotes “divergence-free”, and indicates that kinematical divergences, present in the

three-particle amplitude M3, are removed in the definition of Kdf,3. For more details, see refs. [1, 33]. We

note that, just as for the two-body K matrix, Kdf,3 can have poles induced by the dynamics, although we

do not consider this possibility here.
7Explicit examples of how to carry out this restriction are given in ref. [37].
8Odd ` give vanishing contibutions due to the exchange symmetry of the identical scalar particles.
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where F̃ s and G̃s are geometric matrices in the space of the spectator momentum,

[F̃ s]kp ≡
δkp
2

H(~k)

2ωk

[
1

L3

∑
~a

−PV

∫
d3a

(2π)3

]
H2(~a,~b)

2ωa2ωb(E − ωk − ωa − ωb)
, (2.3)

[G̃s]kp ≡
H(~k)H(~p )

L32ωk2ωp(b2 −m2)
. (2.4)

The sum in eq. (2.3) runs over all finite-volume momenta, i.e. over all ~a = (2π/L)~na
where ~na is a 3-vector of integers. As we set ~P = 0, the third particle carries momentum
~b ≡ −~a − ~k. On-shell energies are denoted ω, for example ωk ≡

√
m2 + ~k2, with m the

particle mass. The explicit form of the cutoff function H(~k) is given in refs. [1, 34, 35] and

is not repeated here, except to note that we always take α = −1 for the parameter in the

cutoff function. [See eq. (A3) of ref. [34].]

The sum-integral difference in eq. (2.3) is regulated in the ultraviolet by the function

H2, for which there is considerable freedom. In this work we use the “KSS” form [22],

H2(~a,~b) = exp[−αKSS(a∗2 − q∗2)], explained in detail in appendix B of ref. [35].

We note that while F̃ s is the same as in ref. [35], G̃s differs — here we use its relativistic

form, since this leads to a Lorentz invariant Kdf,3. This invariance plays a role when

expanding this function about three-particle threshold. Unlike for G̃s, it is not necessary

that the denominator in F̃ s be relativistically invariant. This is because replacing 2ωb(E−
ωk − ωa − ωb) with (b2 −m2) leads only to an exponentially suppressed change to F̃ s.

The final ingredient needed for F̃ s3 is the two-particle s-wave K matrix, or, equivalently,

the s-wave phase shift δs. This appears in the diagonal matrix

[1/K̃s2]kp ≡ δkp
(
1/K̃s2(~k)

)
, (2.5)

K̃s2(~k) ≡
32πωkE

∗
2,k

q∗2,k cot δs(q∗2,k) + |q∗2,k|[1−H(~k)]
, (2.6)

where

E∗22,k = (E − ωk)2 − ~k2 and q∗22,k =
E∗22,k

4
−m2 (2.7)

are the total squared energy and particle momentum in the c.m. frame of the nonspectator

pair, and δs the s-wave phase shift. Were it not for the second term in the denominator of

eq. (2.6), K̃s2 would simply equal K2/(2ωk), where

Ks2(~k) ≡
16πE∗2,k

q∗2,k cot δs(q∗2,k)
, (2.8)

is one standard choice for the definition of the K matrix. Indeed, the equivalence does hold

above threshold (i.e. for E∗2,k > 2m), where H(~k) = 1. The second term is essential, how-

ever, for the derivation of ref. [1], and implies that K̃s2 is scheme-dependent below threshold.

In what follows, we make use of two parametrizations of the phase shift. The first is a

low-energy expansion, commonly referred to as the effective range expansion (ERE), which

for the s-wave can be written as

q∗2,k cot δs(q
∗
2,k) = − 1

a0
+

1

2
r0q
∗2
2,k +O(q∗42,k) , (2.9)
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where a0 and r0 are the scattering length and the effective range, respectively. In numerical

explorations considered below, we will only consider examples with r0 = 0. Our second

choice is the Breit-Wigner form, commonly used when a narrow resonance couples to a

two-body system. For an s-wave resonance, this can be written

tan δBW(q∗2,k) =
E∗2,k Γ(E∗2,k)

m2
R − E∗22,k

with Γ(E∗2,k) =
g2

6π

m2
R

E∗22,k

q∗2,k , (2.10)

where mR is the resonance mass and g its coupling to the two-particle channel. We describe

below one example of the finite-volume three-particle spectrum in the presence of such a

resonant two-body interaction. We note that the Breit-Wigner form is similar to the

truncated effective range expansion,

q∗2,k cot δBW(q∗2,k) =
m2
R − E∗22,k

E∗2,k

6π

g2

E∗22,k

m2
R

= E∗2,k[A+Bq∗22,k] , (2.11)

with A and B constants. However, in order for there to be a narrow resonance, the A and

B terms must cancel, so that one is, in general, outside the range of convergence of the

effective range expansion.

We close this subsection by noting that, within the s-wave approximation, Kdf,3

becomes a function solely of the total energy and the spectator momenta, Kdf,3 =

Kdf,3(E, ~p,~k). This, along with the above-described approximations, leads to a set-up

that is analogous to that used to date in the NREFT and FVU approaches [38–42]. How-

ever, a careful analysis of the definition of Kdf,3, which depends implicitly on K2, reveals

that it is not consistent with particle-interchange symmetry to restrict Kdf,3 to s-waves in

the `,m indices, while allowing dependence on the spectator momenta, ~k and ~p. Instead

one must apply a consistent truncation across the two- and three-particle sectors. In the

case that K2 is restricted to the s-wave, this implies that Kdf,3 must be evaluated in the

isotropic approximation, to which we now turn.

2.2 The isotropic approximation

A systematic method for understanding the implications of particle-interchange and

Lorentz symmetry for Kdf,3 is the threshold expansion [35, 37]. This is a low-energy expan-

sion about the three-particle threshold, and is the analog of the effective-range expansion

described above for K2 [see eq. (2.9)]. At leading order in this expansion, corresponding to

keeping only the −1/a0 term in (2.9), Kdf,3 is a constant, which we denote Kiso
df,3. Here, the

superscript “iso” stands for isotropic. Generally we take this to mean that the function is

independent of (i.e. constant with respect to) all coordinates besides the total three-particle

energy. At the next order in the threshold expansion, corresponding to the q∗22,k term in

eq. (2.9), Kdf,3 becomes a linear function of E2 while remaining isotropic [37]. When ex-

pressed in terms of the ~k, `,m indices, this implies that it is pure s-wave, and independent

of the initial and final spectator momenta. At quadratic order in the threshold expansion,

there are isotropic terms quadratic in E2, but, in addition, terms in Kdf,3 arise that are no

longer isotropic and contain both s- and d-waves in the `,m indices [37]. Thus, within the

– 7 –
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context of the threshold expansion, it is only consistent to allow an isotropic Kdf,3 with a

linear dependence on E2.

An isotropic Kdf,3, together with the choice `max = 0 — a combination that we call, fol-

lowing refs. [1, 35], the isotropic approximation — was shown in ref. [1] to reduce the Kdf,3-

dependent part of the quantization condition (2.1) to a one-dimensional algebraic equation,

F iso
3 (E,L)−1 +Kiso

df,3(E) = 0 . (2.12)

Here F iso
3 is the isotropic projection of F s3 ,

F iso
3 = 〈1|F s3 |1〉 , (2.13)

where F s3 is given in eq. (2.2), and the vector |1〉 has a unit entry for each value of the

spectator momentum lying below the cutoff. To reach eq. (2.12), in addition to the isotropic

approximation, one must project onto the trivial finite-volume irrep, denoted A+
1 .9 In

previous work we indicated that (2.12) describes all finite-volume energies that are shifted

by interactions. In fact this is not the case; levels that are independent of Kdf,3, but shifted

by K2, appear in other irreps.

The procedure for solving the quantization condition in the isotropic approximation is

simple in principle: given L, K2 and Kiso
df,3, the left-hand side of (2.12) becomes a known

function of E and the solutions can be numerically determined with a suitable root-finding

algorithm. Details of our numerical implementation are given in ref. [35] and are un-

changed here.

As noted above, if one consistently uses the threshold expansion, then the isotropic

approximation requires truncating the effective range expansion (2.9) at second order, and

allowing only a linear dependence of Kiso
df,3 on E2. For simplicity, however, in our numerical

studies we mostly keep only the leading-order terms in the threshold expansion, so that

interactions are described in terms of two constants, a and Kiso
df,3. We also consider the case

of a constant Kiso
df,3 and a Breit-Wigner form for the phase shift, eq. (2.10). Though not con-

sistent with the threshold expansion power counting, we view this as a reasonable starting

point for studying the impact of two-particle resonances on the three-particle spectrum.

2.3 Including d-wave interactions: `max = 2

We also include in our numerical examples a study with `max = 2, so that d-wave two-

particle interactions are included, as well as three additional terms in Kdf,3, two of which

are not isotropic. A complete description of the set up has been given in ref. [37], and we

do not repeat it here. We note only that the d-wave contribution to K̃2 has the form

K̃d2(~k) =
32πωkE

∗
2,k

−1/(a5
2 q
∗4
2,k) + |q∗2,k|[1−H(~k)]

, (2.14)

which should be compared to the s-wave form of eq. (2.6). Here we are keeping only the

leading non-trivial term in the d-wave effective range expansion, which is parametrized by

9The A+
1 is only the trivial irrep for three scalar particles, while for pseudoscalars it is the A−1 .
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the scattering length a2. In this truncation, energies in non-trivial irreps are also shifted

from their noninteracting values. Nonetheless in this work we restrict attention to the A+
1

for simplicity. See ref. [37] for interacting solutions in the two-dimensional E+ irrep.

3 Generalizing the quantization condition

In order for the derivation of the quantization condition, eq. (2.1), to be valid, it is nec-

essary that all angular-momentum components of the modified K matrix, K̃(`)
2 , have no

singularities for all c.m. frame two-particle energies, E∗2,k, in the range 0 < E∗2,k < 4m.

As we recall below, this implies that the quantization condition cannot be used for cases

in which there are two-particle bound states or resonances, and is a significant restriction

on the applicability of the formalism. It turns out, however, that there is a simple way

to generalize the formalism such that, for each value of `, the inverse of K̃(`)
2 is shifted by

an arbitrary real function of q∗22,k. This leads to a second version of the modified K matrix

in which the problematic singularities have been removed, and this freedom is sufficient

to extend the applicability of the formalism to include two-particle bound states and res-

onances. In this section we explain this generalization and describe its implementation,

leaving a detailed derivation to a separate paper [50]. We give three examples of how the

approach may be applied. First, in section 3.1, we consider s-wave bound states; then, in

section 3.2, we discuss bound states in the d-wave; and finally, in section 3.3, we turn to

the case of two-particle resonances.

The modification of the formalism is effected by changing the principal value (PV)

prescription used in multiple places in the derivation of ref. [1]. We recall that the original

derivation consists of evaluating a finite-volume two-point correlation function, projected

to kinematics for which three-particle states may go on shell. The correlator is expressed

in terms of a skeleton expansion in which all three-particle cuts are explicitly displayed,

and only the sums over momenta in these types of cuts give power-like L-dependence.

One then replaces sums with sum-integral differences plus integrals, which, after extensive

analysis, leads to a relation between finite-volume energies, determined by the poles in the

correlator, and infinite-volume scattering quantities. The first line of figure 1 shows the

replacement for the simplest diagram contributing to the correlation function.

For those integrals that are singular due to three-particle intermediate states, such as

the upper integral in the figure, a pole prescription is required. The PV prescription is used

so that the result is a smooth function of the lower (spectator) momentum, ~k. This allows

the second step shown in the figure to be made, in which the lower sum is replaced by an

integral (for which a pole prescription is not needed). Thus the PV prescription appears

in the sum-integral difference, F , as shown by the example of the s-wave restriction, F̃ s,

given in eq. (2.3). It also appears in the definition of K̃(`)
2 and in Kdf,3. We note that it was

found in ref. [1] that the integrals requiring a PV prescription are all single-loop integrals

over a spatial momentum with the integrand having a pole of the form shown in eq. (2.3).

In ref. [50] (to appear) we show that the derivation of the quantization condition holds

for a large family of pole prescriptions, which we denote collectively by PV′. We first

describe these for `max = 0, so that only s-wave quantities enter. If the integrand is
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nonsingular, then no prescription is needed, and the PV′ and PV results are the same. If

the integrand has a pole, then the modification is

PV′
∫

d3a

(2π)3

H(~a)H(~b)

8ωaωb(E − ωk − ωa − ωb)
=

PV

∫
d3a

(2π)3

H(~a)H(~b)

8ωaωb(E − ωk − ωa − ωb)
−

IsPV(q∗22,k)

32π
. (3.1)

Here IsPV is any smooth function of q∗22,k, while the negative sign and the 32π are for later

convenience. The modified prescription is illustrated in the final line of figure 1. This

provides a complete description of the prescription for the purposes of the derivation of the

quantization condition.10 The effect of the change in prescription for F̃ s and K̃s2 is

[F̃ s]kp → [F̃ s]kp + δkp
H(~k)

2ωk

IsPV(q∗22,k)

32π
, (3.2)

[
(K̃s2)−1

]
kp
→

[
(K̃s2)−1

]
kp
− δkp

H(~k)

2ωk

IsPV(q∗22,k)

32π
. (3.3)

The shift in F̃ s follows directly from eq. (3.1), while that in K̃s2 can be derived by enforcing

the prescription-independence of the physical quantityM2. There is no change in G̃s, since

it does not contain an integral.

The final quantity affected by changing the PV prescription is Kdf,3. The change to

Kdf,3 can be determined in principle by studying the infinite-volume integral equations

relating Kdf,3 to M3. We will describe these changes in ref. [50], and only note here three

important results: (i) if Kdf,3 vanishes, then it remains zero after the change in prescription;

(ii) the changes in Kdf,3 are, in general, energy dependent; (iii) an isotropic Kdf,3 is changed,

in general, into a nonisotropic one, containing partial waves beyond s-wave.

We stress that the quantization condition containing the new versions of F̃ , K̃2 and

Kdf,3, must lead to the same relation between the physical scattering amplitudes and the

finite-volume spectrum, for all L, up to exponentially-suppressed effects. All we are doing is

reshuffling contributions in the all-orders diagrammatic analysis of the same finite-volume

correlator. Nevertheless, once we make an approximation, the spectrum need no longer be

independent of IsPV, and the result (iii) above shows that, indeed, the spectrum cannot

be left strictly invariant if we maintain an isotropic Kdf,3 while varying IsPV. In other

words, we cannot exactly compensate at all values of L for the shifts in F̃ s and K̃2 by an

(energy-dependent) shift in Kiso
df,3. Indeed, we can use the residual IsPV dependence as an

estimate of the error due to truncating the quantization condition. This is analogous to

the use of scheme-dependence as an estimate of truncation errors in quantities calculated

in perturbation theory. We also note that there is no a priori theoretical reason to favor

any particular choice of IsPV.

10If the integrand is multiplied by a function of ~k and ~a having only an s-wave component in the c.m. frame

of the non-spectator pair (as must be the case when setting `max = 0), then the IsPV term is multiplied by

the on-shell value of this function, obtained in the manner described in ref. [1]. This result holds because the

difference between the on-shell and off-shell values of this function cancels the pole, leading to a nonsingular

integral that does not require a pole prescription.
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<latexit sha1_base64="yiAiinLYQCtZYbV8dS50TQqvIuw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbp2sxt2N0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelHGmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkrQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe5miOI047Ubj25nffaJKMykezCSjYYoTwWJGsLFSpx+xJAkGbt1reHOgVeKXpA4lWgP3qz+UJE+pMIRjrQPfy0xYYGUY4XRa6+eaZpiMcUIDSwVOqQ6L+bVTdGaVIYqlsiUMmqu/Jwqcaj1JI9uZYjPSy95M/M8LchNfhwUTWW6oIItFcc6RkWj2OhoyRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMDahmQ/CXX14lnYuG7zX8+8t686aMowoncArn4MMVNOEOWtAGAo/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cD5/AHAhjwY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yiAiinLYQCtZYbV8dS50TQqvIuw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbp2sxt2N0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelHGmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkrQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe5miOI047Ubj25nffaJKMykezCSjYYoTwWJGsLFSpx+xJAkGbt1reHOgVeKXpA4lWgP3qz+UJE+pMIRjrQPfy0xYYGUY4XRa6+eaZpiMcUIDSwVOqQ6L+bVTdGaVIYqlsiUMmqu/Jwqcaj1JI9uZYjPSy95M/M8LchNfhwUTWW6oIItFcc6RkWj2OhoyRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMDahmQ/CXX14lnYuG7zX8+8t686aMowoncArn4MMVNOEOWtAGAo/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cD5/AHAhjwY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yiAiinLYQCtZYbV8dS50TQqvIuw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbp2sxt2N0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelHGmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkrQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe5miOI047Ubj25nffaJKMykezCSjYYoTwWJGsLFSpx+xJAkGbt1reHOgVeKXpA4lWgP3qz+UJE+pMIRjrQPfy0xYYGUY4XRa6+eaZpiMcUIDSwVOqQ6L+bVTdGaVIYqlsiUMmqu/Jwqcaj1JI9uZYjPSy95M/M8LchNfhwUTWW6oIItFcc6RkWj2OhoyRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMDahmQ/CXX14lnYuG7zX8+8t686aMowoncArn4MMVNOEOWtAGAo/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cD5/AHAhjwY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yiAiinLYQCtZYbV8dS50TQqvIuw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbp2sxt2N0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelHGmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkrQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe5miOI047Ubj25nffaJKMykezCSjYYoTwWJGsLFSpx+xJAkGbt1reHOgVeKXpA4lWgP3qz+UJE+pMIRjrQPfy0xYYGUY4XRa6+eaZpiMcUIDSwVOqQ6L+bVTdGaVIYqlsiUMmqu/Jwqcaj1JI9uZYjPSy95M/M8LchNfhwUTWW6oIItFcc6RkWj2OhoyRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMDahmQ/CXX14lnYuG7zX8+8t686aMowoncArn4MMVNOEOWtAGAo/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cD5/AHAhjwY=</latexit>

V
~k

<latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit>



<latexit sha1_base64="yiAiinLYQCtZYbV8dS50TQqvIuw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbp2sxt2N0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelHGmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkrQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe5miOI047Ubj25nffaJKMykezCSjYYoTwWJGsLFSpx+xJAkGbt1reHOgVeKXpA4lWgP3qz+UJE+pMIRjrQPfy0xYYGUY4XRa6+eaZpiMcUIDSwVOqQ6L+bVTdGaVIYqlsiUMmqu/Jwqcaj1JI9uZYjPSy95M/M8LchNfhwUTWW6oIItFcc6RkWj2OhoyRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMDahmQ/CXX14lnYuG7zX8+8t686aMowoncArn4MMVNOEOWtAGAo/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cD5/AHAhjwY=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="yiAiinLYQCtZYbV8dS50TQqvIuw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbp2sxt2N0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelHGmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkrQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe5miOI047Ubj25nffaJKMykezCSjYYoTwWJGsLFSpx+xJAkGbt1reHOgVeKXpA4lWgP3qz+UJE+pMIRjrQPfy0xYYGUY4XRa6+eaZpiMcUIDSwVOqQ6L+bVTdGaVIYqlsiUMmqu/Jwqcaj1JI9uZYjPSy95M/M8LchNfhwUTWW6oIItFcc6RkWj2OhoyRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMDahmQ/CXX14lnYuG7zX8+8t686aMowoncArn4MMVNOEOWtAGAo/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cD5/AHAhjwY=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="yiAiinLYQCtZYbV8dS50TQqvIuw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbp2sxt2N0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelHGmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkrQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe5miOI047Ubj25nffaJKMykezCSjYYoTwWJGsLFSpx+xJAkGbt1reHOgVeKXpA4lWgP3qz+UJE+pMIRjrQPfy0xYYGUY4XRa6+eaZpiMcUIDSwVOqQ6L+bVTdGaVIYqlsiUMmqu/Jwqcaj1JI9uZYjPSy95M/M8LchNfhwUTWW6oIItFcc6RkWj2OhoyRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMDahmQ/CXX14lnYuG7zX8+8t686aMowoncArn4MMVNOEOWtAGAo/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cD5/AHAhjwY=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="yiAiinLYQCtZYbV8dS50TQqvIuw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbp2sxt2N0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZelHGmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTzqaJkrQttEcql6EdaUM0HbhhlOe5miOI047Ubj25nffaJKMykezCSjYYoTwWJGsLFSpx+xJAkGbt1reHOgVeKXpA4lWgP3qz+UJE+pMIRjrQPfy0xYYGUY4XRa6+eaZpiMcUIDSwVOqQ6L+bVTdGaVIYqlsiUMmqu/Jwqcaj1JI9uZYjPSy95M/M8LchNfhwUTWW6oIItFcc6RkWj2OhoyRYnhE0swUczeisgIK0yMDahmQ/CXX14lnYuG7zX8+8t686aMowoncArn4MMVNOEOWtAGAo/wDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatFaecOYY/cD5/AHAhjwY=</latexit>

= �<latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit>

V+

~k
<latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit>
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=
V

~k
<latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit>

�<latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit>

V
+

~k
<latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit>

=
~k

<latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit>

�<latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+uZfP8wbVItquFB0wCTrW6fkLq8=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfju5nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFS46JfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHvV/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQlv/IzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ67LquVWvcVWp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHZrAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9FacPKZY/gD5/MHdI2MsQ==</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SewSXpMSbbFZwBdSTgiis61GRk4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbt2swm7EyGE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST25nfeeLaiFg9YJZwP6IjJULBKFqp3RcqxGxQrbl1dw6ySryC1KBAc1D96g9jlkZcIZPUmJ7nJujnVKNgkk8r/dTwhLIJHfGepYpG3Pj5/NopObPKkISxtqWQzNXfEzmNjMmiwHZGFMdm2ZuJ/3m9FMNrPxcqSZErtlgUppJgTGavk6HQnKHMLKFMC3srYWOqKUMbUMWG4C2/vEraF3XPrXv3l7XGTRFHGU7gFM7BgytowB00oQUMHuEZXuHNiZ0X5935WLSWnGLmGP7A+fwBwi+PPA==</latexit>

+

V
~k

<latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit>

+

iIPV
<latexit sha1_base64="zltbF862K938Y+o2F0JZlffV7Ug=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF71FMA/YLGF2MpsMmccy0yuEJZ/hxYMiXv0ab/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp4Jb8P1vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aVmeGshbVQptuTCwTXLEWcBCsmxpGZCxYJx7fzvzOEzOWa/UIk5RFkgwVTzgl4KSQ3/fznpG42Z72qzW/7s+BV0lQkBoq0OxXv3oDTTPJFFBBrA0DP4UoJwY4FWxa6WWWpYSOyZCFjioimY3y+clTfOaUAU60caUAz9XfEzmR1k5k7DolgZFd9mbif16YQXId5VylGTBFF4uSTGDQePY/HnDDKIiJI4Qa7m7FdEQMoeBSqrgQguWXV0n7oh749eDhsta4KeIooxN0is5RgK5QA92hJmohijR6Rq/ozQPvxXv3PhatJa+YOUZ/4H3+ANWYkPI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zltbF862K938Y+o2F0JZlffV7Ug=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF71FMA/YLGF2MpsMmccy0yuEJZ/hxYMiXv0ab/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp4Jb8P1vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aVmeGshbVQptuTCwTXLEWcBCsmxpGZCxYJx7fzvzOEzOWa/UIk5RFkgwVTzgl4KSQ3/fznpG42Z72qzW/7s+BV0lQkBoq0OxXv3oDTTPJFFBBrA0DP4UoJwY4FWxa6WWWpYSOyZCFjioimY3y+clTfOaUAU60caUAz9XfEzmR1k5k7DolgZFd9mbif16YQXId5VylGTBFF4uSTGDQePY/HnDDKIiJI4Qa7m7FdEQMoeBSqrgQguWXV0n7oh749eDhsta4KeIooxN0is5RgK5QA92hJmohijR6Rq/ozQPvxXv3PhatJa+YOUZ/4H3+ANWYkPI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zltbF862K938Y+o2F0JZlffV7Ug=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF71FMA/YLGF2MpsMmccy0yuEJZ/hxYMiXv0ab/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp4Jb8P1vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aVmeGshbVQptuTCwTXLEWcBCsmxpGZCxYJx7fzvzOEzOWa/UIk5RFkgwVTzgl4KSQ3/fznpG42Z72qzW/7s+BV0lQkBoq0OxXv3oDTTPJFFBBrA0DP4UoJwY4FWxa6WWWpYSOyZCFjioimY3y+clTfOaUAU60caUAz9XfEzmR1k5k7DolgZFd9mbif16YQXId5VylGTBFF4uSTGDQePY/HnDDKIiJI4Qa7m7FdEQMoeBSqrgQguWXV0n7oh749eDhsta4KeIooxN0is5RgK5QA92hJmohijR6Rq/ozQPvxXv3PhatJa+YOUZ/4H3+ANWYkPI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zltbF862K938Y+o2F0JZlffV7Ug=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF71FMA/YLGF2MpsMmccy0yuEJZ/hxYMiXv0ab/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp4Jb8P1vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aVmeGshbVQptuTCwTXLEWcBCsmxpGZCxYJx7fzvzOEzOWa/UIk5RFkgwVTzgl4KSQ3/fznpG42Z72qzW/7s+BV0lQkBoq0OxXv3oDTTPJFFBBrA0DP4UoJwY4FWxa6WWWpYSOyZCFjioimY3y+clTfOaUAU60caUAz9XfEzmR1k5k7DolgZFd9mbif16YQXId5VylGTBFF4uSTGDQePY/HnDDKIiJI4Qa7m7FdEQMoeBSqrgQguWXV0n7oh749eDhsta4KeIooxN0is5RgK5QA92hJmohijR6Rq/ozQPvxXv3PhatJa+YOUZ/4H3+ANWYkPI=</latexit>

iIPV
<latexit sha1_base64="zltbF862K938Y+o2F0JZlffV7Ug=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF71FMA/YLGF2MpsMmccy0yuEJZ/hxYMiXv0ab/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp4Jb8P1vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aVmeGshbVQptuTCwTXLEWcBCsmxpGZCxYJx7fzvzOEzOWa/UIk5RFkgwVTzgl4KSQ3/fznpG42Z72qzW/7s+BV0lQkBoq0OxXv3oDTTPJFFBBrA0DP4UoJwY4FWxa6WWWpYSOyZCFjioimY3y+clTfOaUAU60caUAz9XfEzmR1k5k7DolgZFd9mbif16YQXId5VylGTBFF4uSTGDQePY/HnDDKIiJI4Qa7m7FdEQMoeBSqrgQguWXV0n7oh749eDhsta4KeIooxN0is5RgK5QA92hJmohijR6Rq/ozQPvxXv3PhatJa+YOUZ/4H3+ANWYkPI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zltbF862K938Y+o2F0JZlffV7Ug=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF71FMA/YLGF2MpsMmccy0yuEJZ/hxYMiXv0ab/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp4Jb8P1vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aVmeGshbVQptuTCwTXLEWcBCsmxpGZCxYJx7fzvzOEzOWa/UIk5RFkgwVTzgl4KSQ3/fznpG42Z72qzW/7s+BV0lQkBoq0OxXv3oDTTPJFFBBrA0DP4UoJwY4FWxa6WWWpYSOyZCFjioimY3y+clTfOaUAU60caUAz9XfEzmR1k5k7DolgZFd9mbif16YQXId5VylGTBFF4uSTGDQePY/HnDDKIiJI4Qa7m7FdEQMoeBSqrgQguWXV0n7oh749eDhsta4KeIooxN0is5RgK5QA92hJmohijR6Rq/ozQPvxXv3PhatJa+YOUZ/4H3+ANWYkPI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zltbF862K938Y+o2F0JZlffV7Ug=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF71FMA/YLGF2MpsMmccy0yuEJZ/hxYMiXv0ab/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp4Jb8P1vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aVmeGshbVQptuTCwTXLEWcBCsmxpGZCxYJx7fzvzOEzOWa/UIk5RFkgwVTzgl4KSQ3/fznpG42Z72qzW/7s+BV0lQkBoq0OxXv3oDTTPJFFBBrA0DP4UoJwY4FWxa6WWWpYSOyZCFjioimY3y+clTfOaUAU60caUAz9XfEzmR1k5k7DolgZFd9mbif16YQXId5VylGTBFF4uSTGDQePY/HnDDKIiJI4Qa7m7FdEQMoeBSqrgQguWXV0n7oh749eDhsta4KeIooxN0is5RgK5QA92hJmohijR6Rq/ozQPvxXv3PhatJa+YOUZ/4H3+ANWYkPI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zltbF862K938Y+o2F0JZlffV7Ug=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF71FMA/YLGF2MpsMmccy0yuEJZ/hxYMiXv0ab/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090Vp4Jb8P1vr7S2vrG5Vd6u7Ozu7R9UD4/aVmeGshbVQptuTCwTXLEWcBCsmxpGZCxYJx7fzvzOEzOWa/UIk5RFkgwVTzgl4KSQ3/fznpG42Z72qzW/7s+BV0lQkBoq0OxXv3oDTTPJFFBBrA0DP4UoJwY4FWxa6WWWpYSOyZCFjioimY3y+clTfOaUAU60caUAz9XfEzmR1k5k7DolgZFd9mbif16YQXId5VylGTBFF4uSTGDQePY/HnDDKIiJI4Qa7m7FdEQMoeBSqrgQguWXV0n7oh749eDhsta4KeIooxN0is5RgK5QA92hJmohijR6Rq/ozQPvxXv3PhatJa+YOUZ/4H3+ANWYkPI=</latexit>

iF 0
<latexit sha1_base64="GEaPCwY3gd+5FRr8df0Bq1EBwo8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0lE0GNREI8V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8HoZuq3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0wG9Pe+WKW3VnIMvEy0kFctR75a9uP2ZphNIwQbXueG5i/Iwqw5nASambakwoG9EBdiyVNELtZ7NTJ+TEKn0SxsqWNGSm/p7IaKT1OApsZ0TNUC96U/E/r5Oa8MrPuExSg5LNF4WpICYm079JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadkg3BW3x5mTTPq55b9e4vKrXrPI4iHMExnIEHl1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gC/oo1u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GEaPCwY3gd+5FRr8df0Bq1EBwo8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0lE0GNREI8V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8HoZuq3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0wG9Pe+WKW3VnIMvEy0kFctR75a9uP2ZphNIwQbXueG5i/Iwqw5nASambakwoG9EBdiyVNELtZ7NTJ+TEKn0SxsqWNGSm/p7IaKT1OApsZ0TNUC96U/E/r5Oa8MrPuExSg5LNF4WpICYm079JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadkg3BW3x5mTTPq55b9e4vKrXrPI4iHMExnIEHl1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gC/oo1u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GEaPCwY3gd+5FRr8df0Bq1EBwo8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0lE0GNREI8V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8HoZuq3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0wG9Pe+WKW3VnIMvEy0kFctR75a9uP2ZphNIwQbXueG5i/Iwqw5nASambakwoG9EBdiyVNELtZ7NTJ+TEKn0SxsqWNGSm/p7IaKT1OApsZ0TNUC96U/E/r5Oa8MrPuExSg5LNF4WpICYm079JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadkg3BW3x5mTTPq55b9e4vKrXrPI4iHMExnIEHl1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gC/oo1u</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GEaPCwY3gd+5FRr8df0Bq1EBwo8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0lE0GNREI8V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8HoZuq3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0wG9Pe+WKW3VnIMvEy0kFctR75a9uP2ZphNIwQbXueG5i/Iwqw5nASambakwoG9EBdiyVNELtZ7NTJ+TEKn0SxsqWNGSm/p7IaKT1OApsZ0TNUC96U/E/r5Oa8MrPuExSg5LNF4WpICYm079JnytkRowtoUxxeythQ6ooMzadkg3BW3x5mTTPq55b9e4vKrXrPI4iHMExnIEHl1CDO6hDAxgM4Ble4c0Rzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gC/oo1u</latexit>

~k
<latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit>

iF
<latexit sha1_base64="PAL9g4gJ/H2YzDdLcwHTgsAn550=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiIB6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2Z++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD+K2X664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrqWKRtz42fzSKTmzyoCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzLI3E//zuimGV34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM3iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTglG4K3/PIqaV1UPbfq3V9W6td5HEU4gVM4Bw9qUIc7aEATGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AV7xjT0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PAL9g4gJ/H2YzDdLcwHTgsAn550=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiIB6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2Z++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD+K2X664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrqWKRtz42fzSKTmzyoCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzLI3E//zuimGV34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM3iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTglG4K3/PIqaV1UPbfq3V9W6td5HEU4gVM4Bw9qUIc7aEATGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AV7xjT0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PAL9g4gJ/H2YzDdLcwHTgsAn550=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiIB6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2Z++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD+K2X664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrqWKRtz42fzSKTmzyoCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzLI3E//zuimGV34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM3iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTglG4K3/PIqaV1UPbfq3V9W6td5HEU4gVM4Bw9qUIc7aEATGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AV7xjT0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PAL9g4gJ/H2YzDdLcwHTgsAn550=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiIB6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2Z++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD+K2X664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrqWKRtz42fzSKTmzyoCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzLI3E//zuimGV34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM3iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTglG4K3/PIqaV1UPbfq3V9W6td5HEU4gVM4Bw9qUIc7aEATGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AV7xjT0=</latexit>

~k
<latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y/iOJIRJuEKjN1FsEPwUQxebKN0=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbSbtkswm7m0IJ/RFePCji1d/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAqujet+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzS1kmmGLZYIhLVDahGwSW2DDcCu6lCGgcCO0F0P/c7E1SaJ/LJTFP0YzqSPOSMGit1+hNkeTQbVGtu3V2ArBOvIDUo0BxUv/rDhGUxSsME1brnuanxc6oMZwJnlX6mMaUsoiPsWSppjNrPF+fOyIVVhiRMlC1pyEL9PZHTWOtpHNjOmJqxXvXm4n9eLzPhrZ9zmWYGJVsuCjNBTELmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEIVG4K3+vI6aV/VPbfuPV7XGndFHGU4g3O4BA9uoAEP0IQWMIjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8AZ4ij70=</latexit>

iF
<latexit sha1_base64="PAL9g4gJ/H2YzDdLcwHTgsAn550=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiIB6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2Z++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD+K2X664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrqWKRtz42fzSKTmzyoCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzLI3E//zuimGV34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM3iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTglG4K3/PIqaV1UPbfq3V9W6td5HEU4gVM4Bw9qUIc7aEATGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AV7xjT0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PAL9g4gJ/H2YzDdLcwHTgsAn550=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiIB6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2Z++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD+K2X664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrqWKRtz42fzSKTmzyoCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzLI3E//zuimGV34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM3iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTglG4K3/PIqaV1UPbfq3V9W6td5HEU4gVM4Bw9qUIc7aEATGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AV7xjT0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PAL9g4gJ/H2YzDdLcwHTgsAn550=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiIB6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2Z++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD+K2X664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrqWKRtz42fzSKTmzyoCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzLI3E//zuimGV34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM3iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTglG4K3/PIqaV1UPbfq3V9W6td5HEU4gVM4Bw9qUIc7aEATGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AV7xjT0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PAL9g4gJ/H2YzDdLcwHTgsAn550=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiIB6r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+g+8eFDEq//Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMnGqGW+yWMa6E1DDpVC8iQIl7ySa0yiQvB2Mb2Z++4lrI2L1iJOE+xEdKhEKRtFKD+K2X664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrqWKRtz42fzSKTmzyoCEsbalkMzV3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzLI3E//zuimGV34mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjM3iYDoTlDObGEMi3srYSNqKYMbTglG4K3/PIqaV1UPbfq3V9W6td5HEU4gVM4Bw9qUIc7aEATGITwDK/w5oydF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AV7xjT0=</latexit> 
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V

V

Figure 1. Illustration of the previous and modified PV prescriptions used in the analysis of the

three-particle correlation function, for the simplest diagram. Loops containing the symbol “∞” are

integrated, while those containing a “V ” have the spatial components of the momentum summed.

All integrals use the PV prescription. In the first line the upper sum is replaced by an integral plus

a sum-integral difference. The latter can be replaced by an F cut, as shown in the second line,

while the lower loop sum can be replaced by an integral in the first term on this line. In the third

line we subtract and add the IsPV cut. The final line shows that this new cut can be absorbed into

the modified F , leaving a modified PV prescription for the upper loop integral.

We investigate the size of the IsPV dependence in an example presented in appendix A,

finding it to be numerically small. We also note in the appendix that we can use the

threshold expansion to estimate the size of any residual IsPV dependence. In particular,

when we enforce the isotropic approximation, residual IsPV dependence will be suppressed

by O(∆2), where ∆ = (E∗2 − 9m2)/(9m2), since nonisotropic terms in Kdf,3 enter only at

this order in the threshold expansion [37].

The only exception to the above discussion occurs when Kiso
df,3 vanishes. The result (i)

implies that no change to Kiso
df,3 is then needed to maintain the same physical scattering

amplitude and spectrum as IsPV is varied. Indeed, this is seen both in the integral equa-

tions relating Kdf,3 to M3, to be discussed in ref. [50], and in the quantization condition,

eq. (2.12), relating Kdf,3 to En(L). In both cases, when Kiso
df,3 = 0 all IsPV dependence

drops out. To see this in detail in the quantization condition note that when Kiso
df,3 = 0, a

solution requires that F iso
3 diverges. Looking at the form of F s3 , eq. (2.2), we see that it

only diverges either if F̃ s diverges or if the denominator of the second term,

HFG = 1/K̃s2 + F̃ s + G̃s , (3.4)

has a zero eigenvalue. The former possibility leads to poles at free three-particle energies,

which are known from the analysis of ref. [37] to be absent in the isotropic approximation,
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cancelling between the two terms defining F s3 . Thus the only solutions come from zero

eigenvalues of HFG. However, as can be seen from eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), the shifts in F̃ s

and 1/K̃s2 exactly cancel, so that HFG is independent of IsPV.

The latter result means, in practice, that we do not need to introduce IsPV when

determining solutions with Kiso
df,3 = 0, and can use exactly the same numerical method

as in ref. [35]. For nonvanishing Kiso
df,3 however, we do need to choose a nonvanishing

IsPV such that the quantization condition is valid for the chosen value of the two-body

scattering parameters. In practice, we have found it sufficient to consider only the case of

a constant IsPV. Introducing IsPV into the numerical analysis is very straightforward, and

the methodology of ref. [35] can be carried over essentially without change.

Before turning to our three specific examples, we close the general discussion with the

extension of our new PV′ prescription to higher angular momenta. This is straightforward

and the essential feature is that, for each (allowed) choice of `, one has the freedom to

introduce a different real, smooth function, I
(`)
PV(q∗22,k). The changes to F̃ and K̃2, which are

now matrices with the full set of indices, are

[F̃ ]k`′m′;p`m → [F̃ ]k`′m′;p`m + δkpδ`′`δm′m
H(~k)

2ωk

I
(`)
PV(q∗22,k)

32π
, (3.5)

[
(K̃2)−1

]
k`′m′;p`m

→
[
(K̃2)−1

]
k`′m′;p`m

− δkpδ`′`δm′m
H(~k)

2ωk

I
(`)
PV(q∗22,k)

32π
, (3.6)

where ` and `′ are even. As before, if we set Kdf,3 = 0, as we do in some of the numer-

ical examples below, then we can in practice ignore the I
(`)
PV shift, since it cancels in the

quantization condition.

Further details, as well as a discussion of the relationship between the introduction of

I
(`)
PV and the formalism presented in refs. [34, 36], where the K matrix poles were taken into

account explicitly, will be given in ref. [50].

3.1 Using Is
PV to accommodate an s-wave bound state

Here we show that, if we set IsPV to an appropriate constant, then the quantization condition

in the s-wave, isotropic approximation is valid for three-particle systems in which there is

a two-particle scalar bound state. Specifically, we consider the case in which we keep only

the leading term in the ERE, i.e. the scattering length in eq. (2.9). This is also one of the

examples that we investigate numerically below.

The quantization condition is valid as long as K̃s2 has no pole in the kinematic range of

interest. To study this, we consider the denominator of K̃s2, which, from eq. (2.6), together

with the modification given in eq. (3.3), is11

dPV(q2) ≡
32πωkE

∗
2,k

K̃s2
, (3.7)

= −1/(ma0) + [1−H(q2)]|q|/m− IsPVH(q2)
√

1 + q2/m2 . (3.8)

11Previously we have written H as a function of the spectator momentum, ~k. The explicit form that we

use, given in ref. [35], is in fact a function of q∗22,k (itself a function of ~k) and it is more convenient here to

make this explicit, at the cost of some abuse of notation.
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Figure 2. Plots of the denominator of K̃s
2, dPV(q2), vs. q2/m2 for a range of choices of am with

IsPV = 0 (left) and IsPV = −1 (right). There is a pole in K̃s
2 whenever dPV(q2) vanishes. See text

for further discussion.

There is a pole whenever this quantity vanishes. We plot dPV(q2) for IsPV = 0 and −1

in figure 2. The cutoff function vanishes when q2/m2 < −1 so the lower limit in all the

plots is set to this value. The upper limit depends on E/m: for E/m = 3 it is q2/m2 = 0,

while for E/m = 5 (the maximum value for which our quantization condition holds) it is

q2/m2 = 3. In the left-hand figure, where IsPV = 0, the curves are flat for q2/m2 > 0, and

so we do not show the entire range.

From the left panel we see that, for IsPV = 0, dPV(q2) has a zero-crossing when ma0 > 1,

a result that is simple to verify analytically. We stress that the pole that appears lies far

below threshold. For example, as ma0 → 1+ the pole position approaches q2/m2 = −1.

The pole is not related to a physical quantity, as is made clear by the fact that its position

depends on the cutoff function H(~k). Nevertheless, it presents a barrier to the derivation

of the quantization condition.

The restriction to ma0 ≤ 1 implies that the formalism cannot accommodate a two-

particle bound state when using IsPV = 0. To understand this, recall that a bound state

occurs whenM2 has a pole for q2 < 0, i.e. when q cot δs(q)+ |q| = 0. In our approximation,

this becomes q2 = −1/a2
0. Since our cutoff function leads to the restriction q2 > −m2, the

bound state is present only for ma0 > 1.

The right panel, figure 2(b), shows that, using the PV′ prescription with IsPV = −1, the

quantization condition is now valid for ma0 < 0.5 and ma0 & 1.6. This shift in the range of

validity continues as IsPV is lowered further. For IsPV = −2 the range becomes ma0 < 0.25

and ma0 & 1.15. This raises the question of whether, for any choice of ma0 > 1, there is

a value, or range of values, of IsPV for which the quantization condition is valid. We find

numerically that the answer is affirmative — for a given choice of ma0 > 1, as long as IsPV

is sufficiently negative, the quantization condition holds. The minimum value of IsPV that

is needed grows rapidly as ma0 approaches unity. Nevertheless, the key point is that we

can use the quantization condition to study all values of the scattering length by choosing

IsPV to lie in an appropriate range that depends on the value of ma0.
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3.2 Using Id
PV(q2) to accommodate a d-wave bound state

We now turn to the case that a pole appears in the ` = 2 component of our K-matrix-like

quantity. In this case, the denominator of K̃d2, eq. (2.14), is modified by eq. (3.6) to

ddPV(q2) ≡
32πωkE

∗
2,k

K̃d2
, (3.9)

= −1/(a5
2q

4m) + [1−H(q2)]|q|/m− IdPV(q2)H(q2)
√

1 + q2/m2 . (3.10)

This differs from dsPV(q2), eq. (3.8), only by the presence of the 1/q4 factor in the first term

on the right-hand side. The quantization condition is valid as long as ddPV(q2) does not

vanish for q2 in the allowed kinematical range, −1 < q2/m2 < 3. It is straightforward to

show that, for IdPV = 0, such a zero crossing only occurs when the d-wave scattering length

satisfies ma2 > 1. This is also the condition for a d-wave bound state to be present:

− 1

a5
2q

4
+ |q| = 0 ⇒ |q| = 1

a2
, (3.11)

which, since |q| < m, implies that one must have ma2 > 1. Thus previous numerical

investigation of the quantization condition including d-waves was restricted to values of

the scattering length such that there were no d-wave dimers.

This restriction can be lifted using the PV′ prescription. A simple choice is to set

IdPV(q2) = c/q4, with c a constant. Then, by multiplying ddPV(q2) by q4, the analysis

becomes very similar to that for dsPV(q2), and one finds that, for any value of ma2, there is

a range of values of c for which ddPV(q2) has no zero crossing. We use this freedom in the

numerical investigations described in section 4.5.

3.3 Using Is
PV to accommodate an s-wave resonance

Our final example of using the PV′ prescription is for an s-wave resonance with the phase

shift given in eq. (2.10). Here we find it more convenient to show plots of 1/K̃s2 vs. |~k|,
and these are shown in figure 3 for the choice of resonance parameters used in our numer-

ical investigations below. Figure 3(a) shows the result with the original PV prescription,

showing the zero associated with the resonance, and its dependence on E. The right panel,

figure 3(b), shows that by choosing the constant value IsPV = −100, the zero can be removed

for the kinematic range of interest.

4 Numerical results

In this section we present numerical results from the quantization condition using the PV′

prescription, which allows us to consider choices for K2 that were inaccessible to our previ-

ous numerical explorations [35, 37]. Our approach is to assume forms for K2 and Kdf,3 and

determine the resulting finite-volume spectrum. In a practical application, using LQCD

finite-volume energies, one will ultimately identify a broad set of K2 and Kdf,3 parametriza-

tions and fit these to the numerically-determined spectrum, ideally for various values of L

and various total spatial momenta. This idea, proposed in ref. [53] and now standard in the
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(b) IPV = −100

Figure 3. 1/K̃s
2 vs |~k|/m, with ~k the spectator momentum for the Breit-Wigner form of the phase

shift given in eq. (2.10), with the resonance parameters set to g = 1 and mR = 2.7m. Thus the

resonance only leads to a zero crossing for E > 3.7m. Results are shown for (a) IsPV = 0 and (b)

IsPV = −100.

analysis of two particle channels, allows one to identify the subset of parametrizations that

can describe the physical system under consideration. In addition, the spread in the func-

tional forms K2 and Kdf,3 that give a good description provides a systematic uncertainty,

indicating how well the input finite-volume information can constrain these infinite-volume

objects. Here, instead, we aim to illustrate the types of behavior that can be expected in

the spectrum for different fixed choices of the two- and three-particle interactions.

We begin in section 4.1 by working in the isotropic approximation, presenting a global

view of the spectrum for values of the s-wave scattering length, ma0 > 1, such that there are

two-particle bound states (called dimers). We consider a range of choices of a0, including

those in which the dimer is deeply bound, requiring a relativistic formalism such as ours,

as well as those for which the bound state is shallow, allowing comparison with results

from the NREFT three-particle formalism [40]. A feature of most of these spectra is the

appearance of one or more three-particle bound states (called trimers).

Next, in section 4.2, we focus on the region of the spectrum below the three-particle

threshold, where finite-volume states are dominantly composed of a dimer together with a

particle. Here, by going to large volumes, we are able to use our formalism as a tool for

determining the properties of dimer-particle scattering in infinite-volume. This leads us, in

section 4.3, to adjust the parameters a0 and Kdf,3 so that we can model the three-nucleon

system with deuteron and triton bound states, albeit without including spin. This is the

only example in which we consider nonvanishing Kdf,3.

Still working in the isotropic approximation, in section 4.4 we determine the form of

the three-particle spectrum in the presence of a narrow s-wave resonance. To our knowl-

edge, this is the first example of such a study. Finally, in section 4.5, we turn on d-wave

interactions, leading to the possibility of both s- and d-wave dimers, as well as trimers.
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4.1 Spectrum with ma0 > 1

In this subsection we work in the isotropic approximation, described in section 2.2, and

keep only the leading term in the effective range expansion, so that

q cot δ0 = −1/a0 . (4.1)

As explained above, the key change introduced by working with ma0 > 1 is the presence

of a two-particle bound state. The infinite-volume mass of this dimer is given exactly by

Md = 2m
√

1− 1/(ma0)2 , (4.2)

which varies in the range 0 < Md < 2m as ma0 changes from 1 to infinity. At the

lower end of this range, the dimer is very deeply bound and thus the internal degrees of

freedom are relativistic. As ma0 increases, the binding energy decreases and the bound

state dynamics becomes increasingly nonrelativistic (NR). We expect the crossover point

to be around |q2|/m2 = 1/(ma0)2 ≈ 0.1, which occurs when ma0 ≈ 3.2, Md ≈ 1.9m. In

the NR regime, the dimer wavefunction falls exponentially with a distance scale given by

a0. Thus to avoid large finite-volume effects in the dimer mass we need to use volumes

such that a0/L = (ma0)/(mL) � 1; in practice we require a0/L & 5. We stress that this

constraint is only relevant if we wish to suppress the dimer’s volume-dependence and that

the quantization condition itself is valid for all choices of a0/L provided that mL is large

enough to safely ignore the neglected e−mL scaling.

For some range of parameters we also expect there to be one or more three-particle

bound states. In particular, we know that when |ma0| � 1 so that we are close to the

unitary limit, Efimov trimers will form. In fact, we find trimers as soon as ma0 exceeds

≈ 1.4. All calculations in this subsection are for Kiso
df,3 = 0 so that the value of IsPV is

irrelevant, as explained above.

We first determine the spectra for 1 < ma0 ≤ 2 for moderate values of mL, aiming

for an overview of the phenomena that can occur. Four examples are shown in figure 4.

To interpret the resulting spectra (shown by the colored lines in the plot) it is useful to

compare to two types of noninteracting energies. First, there are the energies of three

noninteracting particles of mass m, which we refer to as 1 + 1 + 1 levels. These are the

same for all four plots. The lowest such level, at E/m = 3, is independent of L, while

higher levels have L-dependence and asymptote to E/m = 3 as L → ∞. The 1 + 1 + 1

levels are shown as solid grey lines. The second class of noninteracting energies, shown by

dashed grey lines, are dimer + particle states, whose energies are given by

E~n =
√
M2
d + (2π/L)2~n2 +

√
m2 + (2π/L)2~n2 , (4.3)

with ~n an integer vector. We refer to these as 2+1 states for brevity. The lowest such state

has E = Md + m, and all the others asymptote to this energy as L → ∞. We note that,

when we project onto the A+
1 irrep of the cubic group then each noninteracting level, both

the 1+1+1 and 2+1 types, has one corresponding solution in the quantization condition.

We also stress that the dimer is a relativistic bound state for all four values of ma0 shown

in the figure.
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Figure 4. The spectrum for four values of ma0 and Kiso
df,3 = 0 as a function of mL. All four

values lead to relativistic two-particle bound states. Solid grey lines show the energies of three

noninteracting particles (1+1+1 states), while dashed grey lines give the energies of noninteracting

dimer + particle states (2+1 states). The interacting energy levels are shown in alternating colors

to emphasize the avoided level crossings. Although it is not apparent from these plots, by going

to larger values of mL we find that the lowest state for ma0 = 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 is a trimer, while

that for ma0 = 1.3 asymptotes to the dimer + particle energy as mL → ∞. See the text for

further discussion.

The interpretation of the spectrum is simplest for ma0 = 1.3. The lowest two levels

correspond to 2 + 1 states with energies shifted down slightly by the dimer-particle inter-

actions. By contrast, the third level changes its nature for mL ∼ 8: above this it is a

(shifted) 2 + 1 state, while below it is a (shifted) 1 + 1 + 1 state. This shifted state also

appears in the second orange-colored level for 8 . mL . 10, and in the third blue level for

10 . mL. A similar pattern occurs for higher levels.

Although the spectrum looks superficially similar for the other (larger) values of ma0,

there is, in fact, a qualitative difference. This is because, for ma0 & 1.4, a trimer appears.

The lowest (blue) level asymptotes to an energy below Md +m. This is not apparent from

figure 4, but can be seen for ma0 = 2 by the spectrum at larger L shown in figure 5. Thus

the interpretation of the levels for ma0 = 1.6, 1.8 and 2.0 is as follows: the lowest (blue)

level is a trimer or 3 state; the next level (orange) is the lowest 2 + 1 state with energy

raised by residual interactions. The third level begins at small mL as a shifted 1 + 1 + 1

state, but, for a value of mL that depends on ma0, it changes its dominant nature to an

excited 2 + 1 state.
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Figure 5. Low-lying spectrum for ma0 = 2 and Kiso
df,3 = 0 for larger mL. This is the continuation

to larger volumes of the spectrum shown in the bottom right-hand panel of figure 4. Note the highly

compressed vertical scale. The horizontal line for the lowest level gives the L → ∞ asymptote for

the trimer energy, using a fit described in the text.

Having summarized the content of figure 4, it is instructive to consider figure 5 in more

detail. Here we restrict attention to a small energy range around the dimer + particle

threshold. There are nevertheless several levels, since we work at large mL. All except the

trimer asymptote to Ed+m as L→∞, and in the regime shown, where they lie well below

the 1 + 1 + 1 threshold, all can be considered as dominantly 2 + 1 levels, with a repulsive

interaction pushing the energies up from their noninteracting values. In the next subsection

we will do a quantitative analysis of these energy shifts, which encode information about

the dimer-particle phase shift. For now we focus on the volume-dependence of the trimer

energy, Et(L). We fit for mL > 25 to the following form:

Et(L)

m
=
E0

m
− |C|

(mL)3/2
e−2κL/

√
3 , (4.4)

where κ2/m2 = 3 − E0/m with E0 = Et(∞), and |C| a fit parameter. The fit determines

the asymptote to be E0 ≈ 2.6931m. Equation (4.4) is the result for the asymptotic volume-

dependence derived in ref. [54] for a nonrelativistic bound state in the unitary (large |ma0|)
limit. While it does not obviously apply here (since ma0 = 2 is not in the unitary regime),

we find that it gives a very good description of our results. However, as for the higher

levels, a more rigorous approach is available for analyzing Et(∞), as we discuss in the

next subsection.
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Figure 6. Spectrum as a function of the box size for ma0 = 16 and Kiso
df,3 = 0, with ∆E = E − 3m

the nonrelativistic energy. In order to facilitate comparison with ref. [40], the quantities plotted are

made dimensionless using appropriate factors of a0, and thus differ from those in figures 4 and 5.

We conclude our overview by studying the spectrum for ma0 = 16. For this value of

the scattering length the dimer mass lies well in the NR regime,

Md

m
= 1.9961 ≈ 2− 1

(ma0)2
, (4.5)

so that our results can be compared to those obtained from the NREFT quantization

condition, as studied in ref. [40]. We thus display the spectrum in figure 6 using the

variables adopted in ref. [40]. This should be compared to figures 3 and 6 of that work,

from which the strong similarities are evident. In particular, there are two trimers in

both cases, dubbed the deep and shallow bound states in ref. [40]. In that work, these

two trimers have energies ∆Ema2
0 = (E − 3m)ma2

0 = −10 and −1.016, respectively. We

are not aiming to reproduce these numbers precisely, which would require tuning Kdf,3 to

nonzero values, but rather to obtain semiquantitative agreement.

To obtain the trimer energies from our results, we fit the lowest two spectral levels to

their asymptotic forms. For the deep (lowest) level we use eq. (4.4), obtaining ∆Etma
2
0 =

−9.3218 (corresponding in relativistic units to E/m = 2.9636). For the shallow trimer,

we treat the state as a bound state of the particle plus dimer, an interpretation that is

justified in the following subsection. Thus, following ref. [40], we can use Lüscher’s two-

particle quantization condition to predict its asymptotic volume-dependence [55]:

Et(L)

m
=
E0

m
− |D|
mL

e−κ
′L , κ′ =

√
2µ(3m− E) , (4.6)
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with the reduced mass given by 1/µ = 1/m + 1/Md ≈ 3/(2m). This fit yields ∆Ema2
0 =

−1.0301 (corresponding to E = 2.99598m). This lies below the particle-dimer threshold,

given by

∆Ed ≡ 3m− (m+Md) = 2m−Md ≈
1

ma2
0

, (4.7)

which corresponds to ∆Ema2
0 = −1 (or, strictly speaking, ∆Ema2

0 = −1.001 if one includes

relativistic effects). The asymptotic energies are shown by the solid grey horizontal lines

in figure 6, and the presence of the shallow dimer is indicated by the small offset between

the horizontal dashed and solid grey lines near ∆Ema2
0 = −1.

A final noteworthy point of similarity between the results in figure 6 and those in

ref. [40] concerns the third level (in orange) for L/a0 & 5 (so that ∆E < 0). This 2 + 1

state lies close to the first excited noninteracting particle-dimer energy, and far from the

lowest such energy at ∆Ema2
0 = −1. Thus it appears that the latter state is missing in

the spectrum. This point was observed in ref. [40], where it was argued that the missing

state transmutes in finite volume into the shallow dimer. We give further evidence for this

interpretation in the following section.

4.2 Dimer-particle scattering

As seen in the previous subsection, states that lie below the three-particle threshold at

E = 3m can be interpreted as dimer + particle states, abbreviated as 2 + 1 states. In

this section, we focus on this energy regime and extend our calculations to very large mL,

so as to learn about infinite-volume dimer-particle scattering. In particular, we choose

L � a0, so as to avoid large finite-volume effects in the dimer, which we know from the

two-particle quantization condition fall as exp(−κL) = exp(−L/a0). Then, to the extent

that the finite-volume states can be described as purely dimer+particle states, we can use

the nondegenerate, nonidentical form of the two-particle quantization condition, truncated

to the s-wave, to determine the dimer-particle scattering phase shift. In effect, we are using

the three-particle quantization condition as a tool both to solve the relativistic two-particle

bound state equation and to determine the structure of the resulting dimer by probing it

with a third particle. We carry out this calculation in detail for three choices of the two-

particle scattering length, ma0 = 2, 6, and 16, again using the isotropic approximation with

Kiso
df,3 = 0. This study extends the idea presented in ref. [56] in the nonrelativistic limit,

where the scattering length of the particle+dimer system was related to the three-body

scattering amplitude. The two-particle quantization condition for non-identical scalar

particles, truncated to the s-wave, is [19, 57]

k cot δ0(k) =
1

πL
Z
(
Lk

2π

)
, Z(η) =

UV∑
~j

1

|~j|2 − η2
, (4.8)

where UV indicates a suitable UV regulator, and k is defined through

E =
√
m2 + k2 +

√
M2
d + k2 , (4.9)
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with Md the dimer mass and E the energy of the finite-volume state. Using eq. (4.8) we

obtain the usual one-to-one relation between the spectral levels and the phase shift. It is

important to note that this equation holds for all levels in the spectrum that lie in the 2+1

regime, and not only for the lowest state.

Once we have determined δ0(k), we use two forms to parametrize it. The first is the

standard effective range expansion (ERE),

k cot δ0(k) = − 1

b0
+

1

2
rk2 + Pr3k4 +O(k6) , (4.10)

where b0 is the dimer-particle scattering length. The radius of convergence is typically

determined by the branch-point of the t-channel cut, or else a nearby pole in k cot δ0(k),

corresponding to a nearby zero in the K matrix. In the case of the latter it is helpful to

use an alternative parametrization, taken from infinite-volume studies of nucleon-deuteron

scattering [58, 59],

k cot δ0(k) =
− 1
b0

+ 1
2rk

2 + Pr3k4

1− k2

κ2

+O(k6) . (4.11)

We expect that the inclusion of the pole will increase the range over which this form

provides a good description of the phase shift.

In many cases we encounter bound states of the dimer-particle system, which occur

whenever k cot δ0(k) = −|k|. For these, it is important to keep in mind the following

consistency check that holds for physical bound states [60],

d

dk2

[
k cot δ0(k)−

(
−
√
−k2

)]
< 0 . (4.12)

In words this says that k cot δ0(k) must cross the −|k| line from below as k2 becomes

more negative, equivalently that the slope of −|k| should exceed that of k cot δ0(k) at

the crossing. This guarantees that the residue of the corresponding pole in the physical

scattering amplitude, M2, has the proper sign, as dictated by inserting the bound state

part of the identity, I = |EB〉〈EB|+ · · · , into its definition. One corollary is that, if there

are two bound states, k cot δ0(k) must diverge between them [60]. We will see cases of this.

We begin with the case of ma0 = 2, with a relativistic dimer lying well below the

three particle threshold, as discussed in section 4.1. The results for k cot δ0(k) obtained

using eq. (4.8), are shown in figure 7(a). The color coding matches that of the levels in

figure 5: the cyan points lying at k2 < 0 come from the trimer state, while the other points

come from the levels lying above the 2 + 1 threshold at E/m = 1 +
√

3. We use volumes

mL = 4 − 50 for the lowest state, and mL = 20 − 70 for the rest, so that all the states

lie below E = 3m and satisfy L/a0 � 1. We observe several important features: (i) The

results for k cot δ0(k) from different levels overlap, and are consistent.12 (ii) The results

from the trimer and the 2 + 1 states can be well described by a quartic order ERE curve,

shown in the figure by the dashed line. We also show a linear fit (i.e. including b0 and r)

12We do not expect perfect consistency, since there are exponentially suppressed corrections to the quan-

tization condition that are not included. Indeed, if we zoom in on the plots, we find that the overlap is

not perfect.
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to the orange points to give an idea of the rate of convergence of the ERE. (iii) The bound

state that occurs where the ERE crosses −|k| line is the trimer seen in figure 4 above.

The crossing occurs in the physical direction required by eq. (4.12). (iv) The inclusion

of higher order terms in the ERE is essential to describe our results. Thus, although the

underlying two-particle interaction is described exactly by the leading order term in its

ERE (by construction), the resulting dimer-particle ERE shows more structure. It is the

result of solving the field-theoretic problem of particle scattering from a relativistic bound

state. In particular, the value of the dimer-particle scattering length mb0 ≈ 6 is not close to

that for the underlying particles, ma0 = 2. (v) Finally, we note that, were we to truncate

the ERE as shown by the solid line, then there would be a second bound-state crossing

at (k/m)2 ≈ −0.4, but the direction of crossing the −|k/m| curve would be unphysical.

This is avoided by the results themselves and shows again the necessity of higher terms in

the ERE.

We deduce from this first example that the energy levels for E < 3m are well described

by a dimer + particle effective theory, and that the trimer at this value of ma0 should be

understood as a dimer-particle bound state. A somewhat similar, nearly-physical situation

is πσ or πρ scattering for quark masses at which the σ or ρ is stable. The latter case has

been as studied in ref. [10]. The current quantization condition cannot, however, directly

address either of these cases, due to the restriction to identical particles.

The second example we study is that with ma0 = 6. The results for this case are shown

in figure 7(b). The corresponding dimer lies much closer to threshold, Md = 1.97m, as

can be seen from the smaller range of (k/m)2 available below the three-particle threshold.

Nevertheless, by going to large volumes, with mL = 60 − 170, we are able to determine

k cot δ0(k) from seven levels and fill out the curve for k2 > 0. If we use smaller values of L,

then the results begin to depart from the universal curve, due to large finite-volume effects

on the dimer itself.13

The result for k cot δ0(k) is significantly changed from that with ma0 = 2. For one

thing, the dimer-particle scattering length has changed sign to mb0 ≈ −3.6, corresponding

to a moderate attraction and no bound state (trimer) near threshold. For another, there

is a pole that limits the range of applicability of the standard ERE to a tiny region around

threshold. The presence of such a pole indicates only that the phase shift is passing through

0 mod π; it is similar to that seen in physical nucleon-deuteron scattering, as discussed

in section 4.3 below. We find that using the modified ERE of eq. (4.11), we obtain an

excellent description of the results around and above threshold. This is shown in the figure

by the orange curve, which is a fit only to the orange points (the third energy-level in

the spectrum), so as to emphasize the consistency with the results from the other levels.

The exception to this consistency are the results from the trimer, shown again in cyan.

Although difficult to see from the figure, these points do pass through the −|k/m| line

in the physical direction. In order to avoid an unphysical crossing, these points can be

connected to the orange curve only if there is an intervening pole. Thus, while the trimer

13These can be partially removed by using the quantization condition with k determined using the volume-

dependent dimer mass, Md(L), but we have not pursued this approach as we are able to work directly for

values of L for which Md(L)−Md is extremely small.
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Figure 7. k cot δ0(k) for particle-dimer scattering as a function of the relative center-of-mass

momentum k, as determined from the three-particle finite-volume spectrum in the 2 + 1 regime

using eq. (4.8). We set Kiso
df,3 = 0 throughout, and consider three different choices of ma0. Different

colors represent data points coming from different states in the spectrum, and there is considerable

overlap of points for k2 > 0. The solid vertical line near the right-hand edge of each plot shows

the value of (k/m)2 corresponding to the three-particle threshold, i.e. E = 3m. The curved solid

line for negative k2 shows −|k| = −
√
−k2. A bound state is present whenever k cot δ0(k) passes

through this line. The fits and other aspects of the plots are described in the text.
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will appear as a pole in the dimer-particle scattering amplitude, the behavior of the phase

shift is not given by a simple function, unlike in the previous case.

The last example studied in detail is that for ma0 = 16, with results shown in fig-

ure 7(c). The dimer is now very shallow, Md = 1.996, so the energy regime described by

dimer + particle states is much reduced. Because of this, and the need to have L � a0,

we have results for only one level above threshold (which itself requires mL > 80). As we

saw in section 4.1, there are now two trimers, one shallow (the green points) and the other

deeper (those in cyan). A quadratic fit to the orange points, shown by the solid line, cor-

rectly determines the bound state energy, with mb0 ≈ 100. But, as for ma0 = 6, the ERE

has a small radius of convergence and cannot describe all the results. Our interpretation is

that the form of k cot δ0(k) is qualitatively similar to that for ma0 = 6, but with the pole

moved to the right so that b0 changes sign.14 Again the deeply bound trimer cannot be

viewed as a simple dimer-particle bound state.

To conclude this subsection, we show in figure 8 the dependence of the particle-dimer

scattering length, b0, on the underlying two-particle scattering length, a0. This allows us

to understand the results for ma0 = 2, 6, and 16 in a broader context. For ma0 < 1.4 (the

left-most two points in the plot) there is only a moderate attraction between particle and

dimer (corresponding to b0 < 0) and no trimer. As ma0 increases, b0 has a pole and changes

sign. For mb0 � 1, we expect there to be a shallow trimer that can be interpreted as a

2 + 1 bound state, and the results for ma0 = 2 show an example of this. As ma0 increases

further, mb0 decreases, and the trimer becomes increasingly bound, as exemplified by the

results at ma0 = 6. Continuing further, there is another pole in mb0, above which a second

shallow bound state appears, as we have seen at ma0 = 16.

For large ma0, the dimer is nonrelativistic, and thus we expect that NREFT can be

used to study the 2+1 system analytically. We describe in appendix B how this can be done

in the isotropic low-energy approximation, with only one free parameter corresponding to

the three-particle contact interaction, or, equivalently, the cutoff Λ. The solid curve in

figure 8 shows the result after tuning the cutoff so that the curve matches the results from

the quantization condition at large ma0. It describes our results well down to ma0 ≈ 2,

where we expect relativistic effects to become important. This comparison provides another

crosscheck of our formalism, while also showing where relativistic effects are important.

The properties of the trimers are well studied and understood in NREFT. In particular,

as we approach unitarity (ma0 →∞) a sequence of Efimov bound states will appear. Thus

we known that the curve in figure 8 will have an infinite sequence of poles, separated

asymptotically by a factor of ≈ 22 in ma0 [52, 61]. Turning this around, we can interpret

the appearance of the second trimer seen at ma0 = 16 as the second state in the Efimov

14Comparing figures 7(b) and 7(c) allows us to understand in more detail the issue of the missing level

discussed at the end of the previous subsection. The quantization condition (4.8) is satisfied whenever

k cot δ0(k) equals the (appropriately rescaled) Lüscher zeta function. Far below threshold, the right-hand

side of the quantization condition asymptotes to the line −|k|, while it approaches +∞ as k2 → 0. Thus,

at fixed mL, as one lowers the k cot δ0(k) curve (moving, say, from the shape seen in figure 7(b) to that of

figure 7(c)) the lowest solution to the quantization condition will vary continuously from a 2 + 1 scattering

state (with b0 < 0) to a shallow bound state (with b0 > 0). No additional finite-volume state appears as b0
crosses zero.
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Figure 8. Ratio of particle-dimer scattering length, b0, to the fundamental scattering length, a0,

as a function of ma0. Orange points give the results obtained from the analysis described in this

subsection applied to the output of the three-particle quantization condition (QC3). The solid

(blue) line is the result from (infinite-volume) NREFT, discussed in more detail in appendix B.

The rapid variation of points on the left-side of the plot correspond to a narrow pole in the relation

between b0 and a0 that only arises in the relativistic theory.

sequence. We note however that the separation of the first and second trimer in ma0 is

smaller than the NREFT prediction due to relativistic effects — with the ratio given by

≈ 9, rather than ≈ 22.

4.3 Tuning toward a physical system: a model of neutron-deuterium scatter-

ing

So far we have only considered the effects of two-particle interactions on the finite-volume

spectrum. In this section we go beyond this restriction by studying how non-vanishing

values of Kiso
df,3 affect the finite-volume spectrum in the isotropic approximation, and in

particular how these impact the particle-dimer phase shift. To explore this, we consider

a toy model that mimics three-nucleon interactions. Specifically, we assume isospin sym-

metry, so that proton-neutron and neutron-neutron interactions are identical, and ignore

spin-dependent interactions. In this way, we arrive at a system for which the current form

of the three-body quantization condition is applicable. We then tune the parameters a0 and

Kiso
df,3 to match the physical system as closely as possible. Since this requires nonvanishing

Kiso
df,3, we must use the modificed PV′ pole prescription with nonzero IsPV. Following the

discussion of section 3.1, we set IsPV = −1.

We choose the value of the scattering length to reproduce the physical deuterium to

nucleon mass ratio,
Md

MN
' 1.99763 ⇒ MNa0 = 20.56, (4.13)

where we set m = MN , with MN the average of the proton and neutron masses. As we can

see from figure 8, with Kiso
df,3 = 0 this value of a0 leads to two trimers. To obtain a single
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Figure 9. Correlation between the triton (trimer) binding energy and the particle-dimer (nucleon-

deuteron) scattering length. This is usually referred to as the Phillips line. The value of K̃iso
df,3 =

M2
NKiso

df,3 used for each point can be determined from the color gradient at right. For further

discussion see the text.

trimer with mass close to that of the triton, Mt, it turns out that we need large, negative

values of Kiso
df,3. Figure 9 shows the resulting tritium binding energy, ∆Et = 3MN −Mt,

using a continuous color gradient to identify the value of Kiso
df,3. For each choice of this

parameter, we also determine the particle-dimer scattering length using the methods of

the previous subsection. This allows us to plot ∆Et vs. b0 (in dimensionless units), as

shown in the figure. These two quantities have been observed to be highly correlated in

different potential models, following an approximate linear behavior known as the Phillips

line [51].15 We also include an experimental point, obtained with the physical values of

Mt and the neutron-deuteron scattering in the doublet (spin 1/2) channel, the latter taken

from ref. [63]:
Mt

MN
' 2.9922 , MNb0 ' 3.1. (4.14)

We observe that, even though our toy model cannot reproduce both experimental values

simultaneously, the nearly linear dependence is qualitatively similar to the Phillips line

shown in ref. [62]. It suggests that a sizeable three-particle interaction term is needed to

understand the triton.

We now study the phase shift of our toy nucleon-deuteron system in more detail.

We choose to fix the tritium mass to its physical value, which will not reproduce the

experimental scattering length, as already discussed. With M2
NKiso

df,3 = −33500 we find

Mt = 2.99227MN which is close enough for the purposes of this work. In figure 10 we show

the resulting nucleon-deuteron phase shift, obtained using the method of the previous

subsection. It is instructive to compare this plot to those shown in figure 7, which are

obtained with Kiso
df,3 = 0. Qualitatively, the present results are most similar to those at

15See figure 13 of ref. [62] and surrounding discussion. The fact that potential models lead to results in

the Phillips plot that lie in an almost one-dimensional subspace was subsequently understood as being due

to the fact that only one three-particle parameter is necessary at leading order in NREFT [52]. The same

explanation holds within our toy model, with its single three-particle parameter.
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Figure 10. s-wave phase shift as a function of the center-of-mass frame momentum for the

simplified toy model describing nucleon-deuteron scattering. Parameters are MNa0 = 20.56 and

M2
NKiso

df,3 = −33500. Notation as in figure 7. The fit is discussed in the text.

ma0 = 6, figure 7(b), despite the present value of ma0 = 20.56 lying closer to ma0 = 16.

This can be understood as follows: as one increases a0 while keeping Kiso
df,3 = 0, the pole

moves to higher energies and a second bound state emerges. Turning on a negative (and

thus repulsive) Kiso
df,3, the pole is moved to lower values of k2 and the shallow bound state

smoothly turns into a scattering state. We thus see that the differences from the ma0 = 16

results of figure 7(c) are mainly due to the three-particle interaction.

Fitting the orange points in figure 10 to the modified ERE of eq. (4.11), we find

that it provides an excellent description, including the green points from the level close to

threshold. It is interesting to compare this to experimental results for N −D scattering.

There is indeed evidence of a pole k cot δ0(k) close to threshold in both n−D and p−D
scattering, although in the former it lies below threshold, while in the latter its position is

not settled [58, 59, 64]. In fact, in our model the position of the pole can be inferred from

figure 9: the point for which mb0 = 0 is when the pole in k cot δ0(k) is at threshold. We

speculate that we could further tune our model by adding an energy dependence to Kiso
df,3

in such a way that the pole shifts to lower energies, while keeping Mt constant. However,

this is beyond the scope of our already simplified example.

In summary, a simplified model with two parameters is able to reproduce qualitative

features of the nucleon-deuterium phase shift, such as the presence of only one bound state

and a pole in k cot δ0(k). Furthermore, it suggests that a repulsive three-body force is

necessary to explain the dynamics of the system. It is thus a good example of how one

could use the quantization condition to solve the infinite-volume dynamics of a realistic

three-particle system. Of course, in the present instance the dynamics is nonrelativistic,

and NREFT calculations are much more advanced and realistic than our toy model. The

advantage of our approach, however, is that it works also in the relativistic domain.

We conclude this section with a comment. Current lattice simulations with physical
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Figure 11. Three-particle spectrum (solid blue lines) in the isotropic approximation in the presence

of a two-particle resonance with g = 1, mR = 2.7m and Kdf,3 = 0. Noninteracting three-particle

states (red dashed lines) and noninteracting particle + resonance states (orange dashed lines) are

shown for comparison.

quark masses have volumes satisfying MNL . 30. For such volumes the finite-L effects

on the deuteron are significant and thus, to study nucleon-deuteron scattering using such

lattices, one cannot employ the effective two-body description used above. Instead, one

will require the full form of the three-body quantization condition to analyze lattice results

even in the region E < 3MN .

4.4 Three-particle spectrum with resonances

The previous subsections focused on cases in which the two-particle channel had bound

states. However, as explained in section 3.3, the modified PV′ prescription also allows the

study of systems in which two-particle subchannels are resonant. In this subsection we give

an example of the three-particle spectrum in such a situation.

Specifically, we use the parametrization of K2 given in eq. (2.10), with g = 1 and

mR = 2.7m, and, for simplicity of implementation, set Kdf,3 = 0. The resulting spectrum

is shown in figure 11. The first thing to notice is that there are additional states compared

to those expected for three almost free particles. These extra states can be interpreted

as resonance + particle states. As in previous examples, there are avoided level crossings

that occur when two states interchange their interpretation — a clear case occurring for

the second and third levels around mL = 7. Thus we find that, for a narrow resonance,

a simple interpretation of the low-lying levels is possible. As in the two-particle case,

however, for a broad resonance we expect that a simple interpretation of levels will not be

possible, and the only way to interpret the spectrum is simply to use the full quantization

condition and fit the parameters contained in K2 and Kdf,3.
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Figure 12. Finite-volume spectra (solid blue lines) of the three-particle systems in the A+
1 irrep

with both s- and d-wave two-particle interactions. Noninteracting three-particle levels, as well as

those involving particle + dimer, are also shown. (In the upper right panel, the cyan dashed line

at E = 3m has been shifted slightly downward to make it visible.) See text for further discussion.

4.5 Including d-wave dimers

In our final numerical example we move beyond the isotropic approximation and include

both s- and d-wave two-particle channels. This setup has been studied previously in

ref. [37], but only for parameters such that there are no dimers and no subchannel res-

onances. Our aim is to investigate the spectrum in a situation that is more akin to those

that arise in nature, i.e. with multiple two-particle channels in which there are bound

states. As explained in section 3.2, the PV′ prescription allows us to study such systems

using the quantization condition of ref. [1], by introducing a different I
(`)
PV for each partial

wave. Including I
(`)
PV in the implementation of ref. [37] is straightforward. In fact, we will

consider here only the choice Kdf,3 = 0, for which we can use the original implementation

without change.

We consider only the simplest nontrivial extension of the examples in previous sections,

in which both s- and d-wave scattering are described by the lowest terms in their respective
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threshold expansions, eqs. (2.9) and (2.14). Since we also set Kdf,3 = 0, there are only two

parameters: the scattering lengths a0 and a2. We focus on values of the latter such that

ma2 > 1, implying that there is an infinite-volume tensor bound state at

M `=2
d = 2m

√
1− 1/(ma2)2 . (4.15)

For the sake of brevity, we consider only three-particle states lying in the A+
1 irrep, although

we stress that our implementation allows one to study all available irreps, as shown in

ref. [37]. It is important to keep in mind in the following that, due to the possibility

of switching the spectator particle, the contributions of s- and d-wave subchannels are

coupled, even in infinite volume.16

The first case we analyze is ma0 = 0.1 and ma2 = 3.0, leading to the spectrum shown

in figure 12(a). For these parameters there is a d-wave dimer with M `=2
d ≈ 1.886m but no

s-wave dimer. Although such a situation may be unphysical (since in NRQM a potential

with a d-wave bound state would also have at least one s-wave bound state), it is a simple

starting point for studying the finite-volume spectrum. The spectrum shows a deeply

bound trimer, similar to that observed in ref. [37] for ma2 ≈ −2. In addition, there are

several states that can be interpreted as particle + d-wave dimer scattering states, and

which behave similarly to those in the pure s-wave case discussed earlier. We see also

several strikingly-narrow avoided level crossings for E ≈ 3m (whose nature as avoided

crossings can only be seen on a magnified version of the plot). This narrowness is due

to the very weak s-wave scattering length, so that, away from the crossings, the level

at E ≈ 3m is nearly a noninteracting state of three particles at rest. We observe that

the trimer energy has small oscillations, which are similar to those seen in ref. [37], and

are likely indicative of unphysical effects arising from the truncation of the quantization

condition or the enhancement of exponentially-suppressed effects. These deserve further

investigation, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.

A more physical situation is when there are both s- and d-wave dimers, with the former

being more deeply bound. With this in mind, we explore the effect of increasing ma0 while

holding ma2 fixed, plotting the spectrum for ma0 = 2 and ma2 = 3 in figure 12(b), and for

ma0 = 2.3 and ma2 = 3 in figure 12(c). We take these two different choices of a0 in order

to help clarify the interpretation of the spectrum. In figure 12(c) we clearly see two trimers.

We interpret the lower one as s-wave dominated (and thus similar to the trimers seen in

earlier subsections) since it becomes more deeply bound for ma0 = 2. As for the upper

trimer in figure 12(c), we conjecture that it is primarily caused by the d-wave attraction.

This is based on the observation that it smoothly transforms into the d-wave trimer of

figure 12(a) as ma0 is decreased.

To make these characterizations rigorous it would be instructive to study the pole

positions of these two trimers in the scattering amplitudes of the (scalar dimer + particle)

↔ (tensor dimer + particle) coupled-channel system. In particular the set of two channels

leads to the appearance of four Riemann sheets, conveniently labeled by the sign of the

16For example, if the total angular momentum is J = 0 (which is the dominant contribution in the A+
1

irrep in the case of ~P = 0), this can be produced both by an s-wave dimer with orbital angular-momentum
¯̀= 0 relative to the spectator, or by a d-wave dimer with ¯̀= 2.
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imaginary part of momentum carried by each element of the back-to-back particle-dimer

pair. For example the second sheet is defined by ImkM0+m < 0 and ImkM2+m > 0 and

poles on the lower half of this sheet are close to physical scattering energies and are often

interpreted as bound states (or molecules) built from the constituents of the heavy channel

— in this case a M `=2
d +m molecule. The interpretation follows from noting that, if the

lighter channel were turned off, the pole would move to the real axis of the physical sheet

and thus become a physical bound state pole. This behavior was observed for the f0-like

state in the scalar-isoscalar LQCD calculation presented in ref. [65]. Performing a coupled

channel analysis here to extract the upper trimer pole position goes beyond the scope of

this work, but would be an interesting future application of these results.

The higher levels in figure 12 appear to be predominantly particle + s-wave dimer

states, but there are some clear avoided crossings which we interpret as levels changing their

nature to particle + d-wave dimer states. The situation becomes even more complicated

for E > 3m, where three-particle components become relevant.

We conclude by noting that, while the examples considered here are not directly rele-

vant to hadronic physics, they may be of relevance to the physics of cold atoms.

5 Conclusions

In this work we have presented an extension of the formalism of ref. [1] that allows the

study of three-body systems in the presence of two-body resonances or bound states. This

removes a major shortcoming of the original formalism, which had previously only been

resolved by a more complicated approach requiring the introduction of a fictitious two-body

channel for each resonance [36]. In addition, our extension may provide an alternative for

the 2 → 3 scattering formalism derived in ref. [34]. We provide here only an intuitive

explanation of the new extension; a derivation will be presented in ref. [50], along with a

discussion of the relation to the work of refs. [34, 36]. We stress that, with this extension,

the formalism for s-wave dimers with general two-particle interactions is now of similar

complexity to implement as that obtained from the other approaches (NREFT and FVU),

while being the only one worked out explicitly for higher partial waves.

The extended formalism can be implemented numerically with only minor changes to

the methods developed for the original formalism in refs. [35, 37]. This has allowed us to

present several examples of the influence of two-particle bound states and resonances on

the finite-volume three-particle spectrum, including a case in which both s- and d-wave

interactions are included.

We have also presented several examples where the three-particle quantization condi-

tion can be used to study infinite-volume physics, despite being originally formulated with

finite-volume applications in mind. The simplest example is the determination of the pres-

ence and binding energies of trimers. We reproduce the expected Efimov-like trimers as the

unitary limit of two-particle scattering is approached, and can extend the results into the

relativistic domain. We also find a complex pattern of trimers induced by a combination

of s- and d-wave two-particle attraction. What is most novel here, however, is that the

quantization condition can be used to determine the dimer-particle scattering amplitude
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for essentially all energies below the breakup threshold, reproducing expectations in the

nonrelativistic regime and obtaining new results for relativistically-bound dimers. As an

application, we study a toy model of the nucleon-deuteron-triton system, without spin

or isospin, which we find requires the use of a nonvanishing value for the three-particle

quasilocal interaction Kdf,3.

With the extension presented here, we now have a relativistic formalism that is straight-

forward to implement and can be used for any system of identical scalar particles, with

any (finite) number of two-particle partial waves. In QCD, however, the only such system

is three pions with I = 3, for which all subchannels, having I = 2, are neither resonant nor

have bound states. The next step in the development of a generally applicable formalism

is to include nonidentical but degenerate scalars, which would allow the application to a

general three-pion system in the isosymmetric limit, and thus to the ω, a1, a2 and other

mesonic resonances. This generalization is now one of our main priorities going forward.

One topic not directly addressed here is the use of the integral equations connecting

Kdf,3 to M3. We note, however, that the methods introduced in ref. [35] to solve these

equations below or at threshold for the case without subchannel resonances or dimers

should apply as well in the presence of such resonances and dimers. They would allow

us, for example, to study the wavefunction of the triton in our toy model. We save such

calculations until we can address a more physical example, rather than toy models.

Finally, an important issue that we have not addressed here is the presence of unphys-

ical solutions to the quantization condition for certain choices of parameters, as observed

in refs. [35, 37]. We are presently investigating whether these are removed by increas-

ing the cutoff used to truncate the sum over the spectator momentum. Resolving this is

another major priority in order to provide a fully general tool for studying all possible

three-particle systems.
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A IPV-dependence of Kdf ,3 and the spectrum

As explained in section 3, when we modify the PV prescription according to eqs. (3.5)

and (3.6), the spectrum is formally unchanged for all volumes, provided we make a suitable

change to Kdf,3.17 In practice, however, this statement breaks down once we approximate

the quantization condition by truncating the sum over `. We also note that the required

change to Kdf,3 is not known a priori, and must be determined numerically. It is the

purpose of this appendix to study, within the context of a concrete example, the size of

the required changes to Kdf,3 and of the residual volume-dependence in the spectrum.

In our example we follow the numerical investigations of section 4.1 and use the

isotropic approximation with `max = 0, so that the infinite-volume amplitudes are pa-

rameterized by a0 and Kiso
df,3. We set ma0 = 0.1 and consider two PV schemes: the original

one with IsPV = 0 and the modified one with IsPV = −1. The derivation of the quantization

condition is valid for both choices (see section 3.1). We choose a large volume (mL = 30)

at which to match the spectrum by tuning the values of Kiso
df,3(IsPV;E), and then study the

volume-dependence of the difference between spectral lines at other volumes.

To show how this works we first consider the lowest energy level, E0(L). In figure 13,

we show the energy dependence of the dimensionless quantity m2/F iso
3 just above threshold

17As usual, this statement holds up to exponentially-suppressed corrections.
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Figure 14. IPV-dependence of the ground-state energy E0(L), with δE0 defined in eq. (A.3). We

plot the ratio to ∆E0 = E0 − 3m in order to give a sense of the relative size of the shift. The

vertical line at mL = 30 indicates the point at which matching is performed, so that δE0 vanishes.

for the two choices of IsPV. The quantization condition in the isotropic approximation is

m2Kiso
df,3(IsPV;E) = − m2

F iso
3 (IsPV;E,L)

, (A.1)

where we have made the scheme parameter explicit. As discussed in section 3, we know

that the solution to the quantization condition is independent of IsPV if Kdf,3 = 0. This is

seen in the figure by the fact that the two m2/F iso
3 curves cross when they both vanish.

We are interested here, however, in cases where Kdf,3 6= 0, and so choose an energy away

from the crossing (E0 = 3.00014m, shown by the vertical line in the plot) and determine

the values of Kiso
df,3 so as to attain this energy. We find

m2Kiso
df,3(IsPV = 0;E0) = 24.828 · 104 ,

m2Kiso
df,3(IsPV = −1;E0) = 6.1365 · 104 .

(A.2)

We now determine the ground-state energies for other choices of L, keeping Kiso
df,3 fixed

at the values given in eq. (A.2). We then evaluate the difference

δE0(L) ≡ E0(IsPV = 0;L)− E0(IsPV = −1;L) , (A.3)

which is a measure of the residual IsPV dependence of the spectrum due to approximating

the quantization condition. The result is shown in figure 14. It oscillates about zero with

an amplitude that decays rapidly with increasing L.

We can understand why the residual IsPV dependence is so small for the ground state by

using the threshold expansion developed in ref. [37]. Close to threshold, the approximation
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of Kdf,3 by an energy-dependent constant is valid up to corrections of O(∆), where

∆ ≡ E2 − 9m2

9m2
. (A.4)

Numerically, this is of O(0.1%) for the energies we are considering (choosing mL ≈ 10).

Furthermore, what matters for δE0 is the difference between the contributions of the linear

terms for the two choices of IsPV, and the end result is the tiny effect shown in figure 14.

We next extend our example to include the first excited state E1(L). If we continue

to assume energy-independent values of Kiso
df,3, then the first excited levels at mL = 30

disagree by

δE1(mL = 30) ≡ E1(IsPV = 0;mL = 30)− E1(IsPV = −1;mL = 30) ≈ 10−6m, (A.5)

as shown in figure 15. Thus, even at the same value of L, the spectrum is dependent on

IsPV. We interpret this as being due to our omission of the O(∆) terms in the threshold

expansion, which are significantly larger for the first excited state than for the ground

state. As shown in ref. [37], these still lead to an isotropic Kdf,3, but now with linear

energy dependence,

Kdf,3(IsPV;E) ≈ Kiso,0
df,3 (IsPV) +Kiso,1

df,3 (IsPV)∆ . (A.6)

If we set Kiso,1
df,3 = 0 then we expect δE1(mL) ∼ ∆. In fact, we can make a more detailed

estimate of δE1 using the threshold expansion for the excited state developed in ref. [56].

The three-particle interaction enters the expression for E1 first at O(L−6). If this is mis-

tuned by ∆ ∼ 1/L2 then we expect that δE1 ∝ L−8. This dependence is indeed what we

find, as shown in figure 16,

If we include the linear term in Kiso
df,3, eq. (A.6), then truncation errors are of O(∆2),

so we expect this to perform considerably better. We set Kiso,1
df,3 (IsPV) = 0, and then tune

Kiso,0
df,3 (IsPV) and Kiso,1

df,3 (IsPV) so as to set δE1(mL = 30) = 0. We find that this requires

Kiso,1
df,3 (IsPV = −1) = 4.123 · 103.18 The resulting δE1 is shown by the lower (red) points in

figure 16. Here we would expect the fall off to be as L−10, since there are two extra powers

of momentum. We indeed find a fall off faster than L−8, but with some oscillations that

preclude detailed fitting. The detailed behavior and source of this dependence deserves a

dedicated study that goes beyond the scope of this work. In such a future investigation

we also intend to disentangle two possible sources for the residual IsPV dependence: (i)

The isotropic nature of Kiso
df,3 is insufficient to keep the low-energy physics constant under

variation of IsPV; and (ii) The quantization condition only holds up to neglected e−mL

corrections and the exact form of these (and their imprint on the finite-volume solutions)

varies with IsPV.

As a first step towards understanding (i) we note that, in general, Kdf,3 includes also

non-isotropic terms that enter at O(∆2) (see ref. [37]). To summarize, in the main text

18In practice we have left Kiso,0
df,3 (IsPV) unchanged and only tuned Kiso,1

df,3 . This means that δE0 is slightly

mistuned, but by an amount that is small on the scale of most of the values shown in figure 14.
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3.04380 3.04382 3.04384 3.04386 3.04388

E/m

−4

−2

0

2

4

m2

F iso
3
· 10−5

IsPV = 0

IsPV = −1

Figure 15. As for figure 13 but for the first excited state. The dashed magenta lines correspond

to the values of E1(IPV = 0;mL = 30) and E1(IPV = −1;mL = 30) obtained from the constant

approximations m2Kiso
df,3(IPV = 0) = 2.4828 · 105 and m2Kiso

df,3(IPV = −1) = 6.1365 · 104. The

discrepancy between the two magenta lines is due to our neglect of the higher-order terms in the

threshold expansion of Kdf,3.

20 30 40

mL

10−9

10−8

10−7

10−6

10−5

10−4

|δE1|
m

only Kiso,0
df,3

including Kiso,1
df,3

fit to L−8

Figure 16. |δE1| as a function of mL when tuning with only a constant Kiso
df,3 (filled blue circles)

or with the linear dependence on ∆ given in eq. (A.6) (filled red circles and crosses). The solid

(magenta) line shows a fit to the blue points assuming an L−8-dependence. The vertical line

indicates the value of mL at which the tuning is done. Thus the corresponding red point vanishes

at this value and is not shown. δE1 is positive for the red circles and negative for the red crosses.
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we explained that modifying IsPV changes an isotropic Kdf,3 into a nonisotropic one, and

in this appendix we have shown that this must be understood as an effect of O(∆2). It

follows that the shift should be neglected if working at a leading or next-to-leading order:

Kdf,3(IsPV) = Kiso
df,3(IsPV) −→ Kdf,3(I ′sPV) = Kiso

df,3(I ′sPV) +O(∆2). (A.7)

More generally, it follows that effects of IsPV may be absorbed in a redefinition of Kdf,3

up to systematic errors at O(∆k+1), where k is the order at which we are truncating the

expansion. As stressed in the main text, the estimation of the truncation error by the

residual IsPV dependence is analogous to using scheme-dependence as an estimate of the

truncation error in perturbation theory.

B NREFT prediction for the particle-dimer scattering length

In this appendix we explain how we obtain the nonrelativistic effective field theory (NREFT)

prediction shown in figure 8.

At lowest order in NREFT, the dimer-particle scattering amplitude is determined by

an integral equation, and is given in terms of the two-particle scattering length, a0, and

the three-body coupling, H0(Λ). Here Λ is a hard cutoff introduced as an ultraviolet

regularization. The integral equation is given, for example, in eq. (6) of ref. [66]. We are

interested specifically in the dimer-particle scattering length, b0, which is proportional to

the scattering amplitude. Thus we use the version of the integral equation given in eq. (12)

of ref. [66], which is written for a quantity a(k, p) that satisfies a(0, 0) = −b0. We further

rewrite this equation in terms of b(p) = −a(0, p), and make variables dimensionless using

a0,19 leading to

b(p)

a0
= −K(p, 0) +

2

π

∫ Λ

0
dqK(p, q)

b(q)

a0
, (B.1)

K(p, k) =
4

3

(
1 +

√
3p2

4
+ 1

)[
1

pq
log

(
q2 + qp+ p2 + 1

q2 − qp+ p2 + 1

)
+

2H0

Λ2

]
, (B.2)

with the desired scattering length given by b0 = b(0). Here we have used the fact that, at

the particle-dimer threshold, and in the NR limit,

−mENR ≡ m(3m− E) = m
(

2m− 2m
√

1− 1/m2
)
≈ 1 . (B.3)

Given a choice of H0 and Λ, eq. (B.1) can be solved by discretizing the momentum,∫
dq → ∆q

∑
, (B.4)

with ∆q = Λ/Nsteps, and solving the resulting matrix equation,

bp = −a0

(
1− 2

π
∆qK

)−1

p,k

Kk,0 . (B.5)

The result for b0 converges sufficiently for Nsteps ≈ 104.

19In the following equations, q, m, and H0 actually denote qa0, ma0 and H0a
2
0 respectively.
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In order to complete the prediction we need to know the appropriate value of H0(Λ)

to use. This issue was addressed in ref. [48], where the relationship between the relativistic

quantization condition used here and the NREFT version of ref. [39] was discussed. In

particular, eq. (94) of ref. [48] shows that H0(Λ) vanishes if Kiso
df,3 = 0 (as is the case here)

for a choice of Λ that is of O(m) but is not precisely specified. This uncertainty in Λ

is due to the difference between the smooth cutoff needed in the relativistic quantization

condition and the hard cutoff used in the NREFT approach. The upshot is that, for

one choice of a0, we need to tune the value of Λ at which H0 vanishes so that the NREFT

result for b0 matches that obtained from the relativistic quantization condition.20 Restoring

factors of a0, we do this tuning for the largest value of ma0 in figure 8, which is the most

nonrelativistic case, finding Λ = 0.75m. The results for b0 at all other values of ma0 are

then predictions.

We expect the NREFT prediction to work well for ma0 � 1, and this is what we

find, as shown in figure 8. Indeed, this agreement provides an important cross check of

the quantization condition itself and of our numerical implementation. The failure of the

NREFT prediction that we observe for ma0 . 1 is also expected, and shows the importance

of including relativistic effects.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons

Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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